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PREFACE

This guide describes how to automate trade and transaction processing by integrating the Omgeo
OASYSSM application with an in-house trading system.

Audience
This guide is for interface designers, programmers, and others who want to understand how to integrate
your interface and the OASYS 7.0 workstation.

Changes in This Version
This document corrects the case-sensitivity for the OptionType fields. Put is now PUT and Call is now
CALL. This document also corrects the Option Delivery Type field. Cash is now CASH and Physical is
now PHYSICAL.
The document also updates support for the following, new to this release:
•
•
•
•

Fixed Income Step-Out Processing
Street Side Clearing Identifier for Step-Out Broker to Broker Clearance1
Purchase price field in OASTaxLot structure1
Confirm control number to support recovering allocations matched in TradeSuite.2

1. Requires both parties to be on OASYS 7.0.
2. OASYS sends the confirm control number only to parties on OASYS 7.0.

Related Documents and Training
For related documents and all documents referenced in this manual, go to www.omgeo.com/
documentation. Omgeo also offers training and tutorials on how the product works and how to use it at
omgeo.com/training.

Questions?
Omgeo’s Client Contact Center (CCC) provides general assistance and technical help. Visit
www.omgeo.com/ServiceCentral to:
•
•
•

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search our knowledge base
Access our library of documentation
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•

Obtain contact information
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction
This section provides an overview of Omgeo OASYS and introduces the process of integrating the
OASYS workstation with your in-house trading system

What You Need to Do
Before you can import and export trade data to and from the OASYS workstation:
•
•
•

Understand the trade data flows (see page 9)
Decide which type of interface required (see page 12)
Set up the record formats, import/export models, and, optionally, the Scheduler (see Setting Up
Scheduled Events) on the OASYS workstation
Record formats list the fields included in the import/export files and the order in which they appear.
Import/Export models describe the files (for example, the filename and location). The Scheduler can
perform tasks at specified times.

Understanding the Trade Data Flows
You can automate the following trade data flows:
•

Between your in-house trading system and OASYS workstation

•

Between the investment manager and broker/dealer

•

From the investment manager directly to Omgeo TradeMatchSM

Between Trading System and Omgeo OASYS Workstation
You use the Import/Export utility to transfer information between your OASYS workstation and inhouse trading system ( on page 10). If you are an investment manager, you create an import file with all
pertinent trade and allocation data. You then transfer the file to a specified location. OASYS imports the
file and creates or updates trades for transmission to broker/dealers over the OASYS network.
If you are a broker/dealer, do the following:
•
•
•

Import the files to reject or accept the trades
Add any comments
Export them from OASYS back to your trading system.
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OASYS
Host

Investment
Manager
In-house

Broker/dealer

OASYS

OASYS

Send/update

In-house

Accept/reject

OASYS Trade Data Flow
To integrate the OASYS workstation with your trading system, do one of the following:
•
•

Connect the systems to a local area network (LAN).
Have them communicate through a commercially available communications software package.

Most of the information processing for the OASYS Import/Export utility takes place in the background
while you are working—in the same manner that the OASYS workstation sends and receives trade
information to the OASYS host.

What You Can Do
Depending on whether you are an investment manager or a broker/dealer, you have a unique set of
rights and some restrictions when using OASYS. Here is a list of functions that you can or cannot
perform with the Import/Export utility.
Investment managers can:
•
•

Send trade and allocations in an import file to the OASYS workstation
Review responses from the broker/dealer in the export file or on the OASYS workstation

•
•
•

Add new trades
Cancel a trade and, if necessary, submit a new trade with corrected trade information
After receiving a reject from the broker/dealer, update all fields in a trade except the Broker and
Security Type field
While updating trades, update any existing allocations

•

Broker/dealers can:
•
•
•
•

Accept or reject trades and their allocations
Add broker/dealer input
Update only the Trade Status, Broker Comment, and BIA Number fields, and update BAI
information
Update a trade with a trade status of RECEIVED to the status of ACCEPT or REJECT

In OASYS, broker/dealers cannot:
•
•

Add new trades
Add or update allocations (except for the BIA Number)
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Between Investment Manager and Broker/Dealer
In this process, trade information cycles between OASYS investment managers and broker/dealers.
Investment managers send trade—block and allocations—to the OASYS host. The executing broker/
dealers retrieve them and either accept a trade as valid or reject it. They then return the trades to the
OASYS host. The investment managers then retrieve the processed trades, correct all rejected trades,
and send corrected trades to the OASYS host.
If the investment manager uses OASYS-TradeMatch, the OASYS host automatically sends the block
and all selected allocations to TradeMatch under the following conditions:
•
•

After the broker/dealer accepts the trade
After the trade status changes to ACCRCVD.
OASYS
Host

Investment
Manager

Broker/dealer
Trade sent to TradeMatch

OASYS

OASYS

Trade Flow in OASYS and to TradeMatch

From the Investment Manager Directly to Omgeo TradeMatch
Investment managers who use OASYS-TradeMatch can send a trade directly to TradeMatch ( on
page 11). The broker/dealer can be an OASYS or non-OASYS user. In this process:
•

Investment managers send block and allocation details to the OASYS host.

•

OASYS host notifies the investment manager that it accepts the trade information as valid.

•

The trade status changes to ACCRCVD and OASYS host sends the trade directly to TradeMatch.
Investment
Manager

OASYS Host

TradeMatch

OASYS

Send/update trades

Accepts trade as valid

Trade Sent Direct to TradeMatch
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Before Integrating the Omgeo OASYS Workstation
Before you can import data to the OASYS workstation or export data from it:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Install your interface.
Set up the block and allocation records on your OASYS workstation for import and export.
Set up import and export models on your OASYS workstation.
Optionally, set up the OASYS Scheduler to automate the import and export processes.

Installing Your Interface
The first step in setting up the OASYS workstation for an import or export is installing an interface. The
interface is an application that generates your trade data in a format that OASYS can process. It also
processes the data that OASYS generates. You can install the interface on your OASYS workstation or
on a different workstation.
We recommend that you install your interface on the OASYS workstation to prevent more than one
user from trying to use the workstation.

Types of Interfaces
You can set up an interface to OASYS as one-way and two-way interface. As the names suggest, data
flows in either one or two directions depending on the type of interface you choose. Your business
needs and customer requirements dictate which type of interface you choose.

One-Way Investment Manager Interface
A one-way investment manager interface generates data that OASYS can import. It disregards any
feedback from the OASYS system. The one-way investment manager interface is a common business
solution for small to mid-size investment managers who want an interface in the shortest time frame.
Consider this solution:
•
•

If you have fewer than ten traders at the same location
If you have limited access to the information system staff
Investment Manager
OASYS

In-house
Import
File

One-Way Investment Manager Interface
If you are a larger trading facility, consider an interface that provides more features and benefits.
The benefits of a one-way interface are:
•

It requires the shortest, simplest development effort.
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•

It is the easiest interface to support. Information travels in only one direction and requires no
status updates fed back to your trading system.

The disadvantages of a one-way interface are:
•
•
•

It does not provide feedback to your trading system regarding trade acceptance/rejection.
It requires that you access the OASYS workstation to check trade results and act on broker/dealer
responses.
Since status, which can change based on counterparty input, does no feed back, you could import
the same file more than once.

Two-Way Investment Manager Interface
A two-way investment manager interface generates trade data that OASYS can import and processes the
export files that OASYS creates. You can use the export information to monitor the trade’s status in the
OASYS system. Some people call this interface a gateway.
Investment Manager

Import
File

In-house

OASYS

Export
File

Two-way Investment Manager Interface
OASYS export files can contain the times and dates that a trade’s or allocation’s status changes. This
feature is useful for:
•
•
•

Vendors who write commercial interfaces to the OASYS system
Large trading floors
Investment managers who have access to qualified system professionals who can maximize the
automation in an interface

The benefits of a two-way interface are:
•
•
•

It provides the highest degree of automation.
It does not require a user to access an OASYS workstation.
System designers can configure your trading system as a single point of entry for trade processing.

The disadvantages of a two-way interface are:
•
•

It requires the most development time/resources.
It is typically more difficult to support because the trade information has to travel in two
directions due to trade status updates — specifically, handling a trade with a REJECT requires
more complex interface coding.
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One-Way Broker/Dealer Interface
A one-way broker/dealer interface processes the export files that OASYS creates and transfers the data
into your trading system. This method implies that someone at your site manually accesses the OASYS
workstation and uses it to accept or reject trade allocations from your counterparty.
Broker/Dealer
In-house

OASYS
Import
File

One-way Broker/Dealer Interface
The benefits of a one-way interface are:
•
•

It requires the shortest, simplest development effort.
It is the easiest interface to support. Information travels in only one direction and requires no
status updates fed back to your trading system.

The disadvantages of a one-way interface are:
•
•

It does not provide feedback to your trading system regarding trade acceptance/rejection.
It requires that you access the OASYS workstation to check trade results and act on broker/dealer
responses.

Typically, small to mid-size broker/dealers use this method.

Two-Way Broker/Dealer Interface
The two-way broker/dealer interface typically starts by processing the export files that OASYS created
and transferring the data to your trading system. Your trading system captures the data and displays it for
you to accept or reject. Once you accept or reject the trade data, your interface relays the response back
to OASYS via an OASYS import file.
Broker/Dealer

Import
File

In-house

OASYS

Export
File

Two-way Broker/Dealer Interface
The benefits of a two-way interface are:
•
•
•

It provides the highest degree of automation.
The user does not have to access an OASYS workstation physically.
System designers can configure your trading system as the single point of entry for trade
processing.
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The disadvantages of a two-way interface are:
•
•

It requires the most development time/resources.
It is typically more difficult to support because the trade information has to travel in two
directions due to trade status updates — specifically, handling a trade with a REJECT requires
more complex interface coding.
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SETTING UP IMPORT/EXPORT RECORD
FORMATS
Introduction
This section describes the procedures for setting up the import and export records.

About the Import and Export Records
Once you decide on the interface you want to use (see Introduction), you can create the import and
export records you need. You create one record for the trade block and another, for its allocations. The
fields required depend in part on your role in the trade—investment manager or broker/dealer—and
whether you are importing or exporting data.
Except for the few required fields at the beginning of each record, you can arrange the fields in any
order. Use either a comma or tab to separate the fields.

Requirements for the Records
There is no limit to how many OASYS import/export record formats you can set up or how many
records are in an import/export file. However, all record formats must meet the following
requirements:
1. Each record in a record format category must have a unique name. Use a different name for each
import block record. You can, however, use the same name for an import block and import
allocation record.
2. A trade and its allocations must use the same delimiter, either tabs or commas.
3. All data fields must have an acceptable value and size.
4. Import record data fields can appear in any order with these exceptions:
•

Record ID must be the first field

•

Operation ID must be the second field (import record format only)

•

Reference Number must be the third field in a new trade (import record format only)
For a new trade, leave the Reference Number field empty. OASYS supplies a number when it
imports the record. If you use an Internal Reference Number, you do not need the Reference
Number field for an update.
5. Export record data fields can appear in any order with the following exception: Record ID must be
the first field.
6. Semicolons (;) and colons (:) are invalid characters and cannot appear in an import file.
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Importing a Trade Update File
Investment managers and broker/dealers use different guidelines when importing an update to a trade.

Investment Managers
When updating a trade, populate every field in the update import file that you want to retain or change.
OASYS views the content of each import field in an update record as a replacement for the
corresponding field in the original record.
This practice lets you delete the contents of previously populated fields, if necessary. You can import a
trade update up until the broker/dealer accepts or rejects the trade.

OASYS-TradeMatch Clients
You can issue a stop match request after the trade status is ACCRCVD and while the allocation is
UNMATCHED. Set the value Y in the Stop Match field and Stop Match in the TradeMatch Status field.
Aside from those changes, the Allocation Record Format file is the same as an update import file.

Broker/Dealers
You cannot change the trade details when you import a trade update, but you can do the following:
•
•
•
•

Add comments to the Broker Comments field
Update the BIA field
Add Broker Added Information (BAI)
Change the status of the trade from RCVD to ACCEPT or REJECT

To change these fields or the trade status, identify the trade with the following:
•

OASYS Institution ID

•
•

OASYS Reference Number
Sequence Number of the allocation

Creating a Record Format
To create the trade and allocation record formats, enter the following:
•
•
•

The name of the record format
The type of delimiter
The import/export trade or allocation fields

Creating an Import or Export Block Record Format
Regardless of the type of record format you create, the process and screens (except for the titles) are the
same.
This section uses the Import Block Record Format screen as an example.
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To create an import or export block record format:
1. Select one of the following menu items:
•

FileImport/Block Record Formats

• FileExport/Block Record Formats
The Record Formats List screen appears. When you first open the screen, it does not contain any
record formats.

Example of Import Block Record Formats List Screen
2. Click New.
The Record Format screen appears. On the right, the screen displays the required fields and the
order in which they must appear. On the left, it displays a list of fields you can add.

Required fields and
order in which they must
appear
Fields you can
add

Use up/down
arrows to change
order of selected
fields

Import Block Record Format Screen
describes the fields and buttons.
Import Block Record Format Screen
Field/Button

Description

Name

Enter the name of the record format.

Description

Enter a description of the record format.

Fields

Displays a list of the fields you can select and add to the record format.

Comma

Select if you use commas to separate fields in the record.

Tab

Select if you use tabs to separate fields in the record.

Add

Click to add the selected field to the record layout.
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Import Block Record Format Screen (Continued)
Field/Button

Description

Remove

Click to remove the select field from the record layout.

Record Format

Displays the list of fields in the record. In a new record, displays the required record fields in the order in
which they must appear.

Max Length

Maximum number of characters allowed

Field #

Order in which the field appears in the record

Up and down
arrows

Click to change the order of the selected field(s) in the record.

3. Enter the name and a description in the Name and Description fields.
4. Select Comma or Tab to specify which character separates fields in the record.
5. In the Fields list (on left), select the fields to add to the record. Then, click Add to move those fields
to the Record Format list (on right). You can select more than one field, using standard Windows
selection methods.
Tip: You can start by adding the fields that OASYS-required and recommended fields. Then add
other fields that you need.
For details on the import records, see:
•

“Import Records for the Investment Manager” on page 21

• “Import Records for the Broker/Dealer” on page 30
For information on the fields in the export records, see:
•

“Export Block Record Fields” on page 34

• “Export Allocation Record Fields” on page 38
6. Optionally, use the up and down arrows to change the order of the fields in the record. Click the
column headers to sort the fields for viewing.
7. Click OK to close the screen and save your record, and then click Close on the Import Block Record
Formats List screen.
After STP Partners develop their interface, Omgeo expects them to keep the fields in the same
order. This practice lets Omgeo properly set up any import model that uses their interface.

Creating an Import or Export Allocation Record Format
To create the format of an import or export allocation record:
1. Select one of the following menu items:
•

FileImportAllocation Record Format

• FileExportAllocation Record Format
2. Create an allocation record, using the same steps you used to create a block record. See steps 2-7 in
the preceding section.

Creating the Import and Export Models
After you create an import or export block and allocation record format, do the following:
•

Set up your import/export models.
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•

Select the trade and allocation records to use.

See Setting Up Import and Export Models for more information.

Import and Export Record Formats
The tables in this section describe the import and export record formats. Each table describes the fields
in one record. The first three columns in each table are:
•
•
•

Field—Name of the field
Max.—Maximum number of character positions for the field
Req.—Required value, if any. Table lists the possible values in this column.
Values for the Required column

Value

Description

R

Required. Indicates that this field must contain a valid value for OASYS to import or export this record successfully.

C

Conditional. Indicates that you must populate the field in some instances. Check the Description column for details.

O

Optional. Indicates that you do not need to use this field.

Import Records for the Investment Manager
The investment manager uses one record for importing the trade (block) level and another record for
the allocation. The records are:
•
•

Investment Manager Import Block record
Investment Manager Import Allocation record

Import Block Record Fields
The Investment Manager Import Block Record contains the data fields of the trade block that the
investment manager can import.
In some cases, you can send a trade to an broker/dealer on one version of OASYS, but not a
broker/dealer on an earlier version. For example, you cannot send a step-out fixed income
trade—an OASYS 7.0 feature—to an OASYS 6.0 broker/dealer. OASYS gives you an error
message and does not send the trade. In other cases, OASYS sends the trade to the broker/
dealer without the newer field. For example, if you select Accrued Interest, OASYS 6.x sends
the trade to an OASYS 5.0 broker/dealer without the Accrued Interest field.
Investment Manager Import Block Record Fields
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Record Fields (required, in order shown)
Record ID

1

R

Record type. It must be the first field in this record and contain an uppercase T (trade). If
it does not, the import refuses all subsequent records until a T is found. Each record can
include only one Record ID.

Operation ID

1

R

Operation associated with the record. It must be the second field in this record. The values
are (in uppercase): N, U, V, or R. In import files, N indicates a new trade; U, an update to
an existing trade. V (valid) and R (refused) appear only in log files.
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Investment Manager Import Block Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Reference Number

11

R

A number assigned by OASYS when the record is imported. It is the third field in this
record. The format is dddnnnnn.vv where:
• ddd is the Julian day the trade was entered into OASYS.
• nnnnn is the sequence number of the trade at entry. Numbering begins at 00001 each
day.
• vv is the current revision level of the trade. Each trade starts at 01 and increments by
one for each trade update.
For a new trade, include the field but leave it empty. For updates, you must supply the
Reference Number of the previous version of the trade or a valid Internal Reference
Number.

Asset Class

1

O

Category of asset entered in Security Type. Value: E (equity) or F (fixed income). If blank,
OASYS uses the default asset class for the security type.

Commission

10

O

Rate per share, in dollars. For equity trades only, this field’s value becomes the default for
all allocations in this block which do not contain a different commission. Value: 09.99999999 (no commas). Value: 10 digits, including decimal. No more than 1 digit before
decimal and 8 digits after.

CUSIP

9

O

The security’s unique nine character ID in the CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities
Identification Procedures) system. Alphanumeric field. See (topic TBD) for a list of
characters allowed in the field.
(OASYS-TradeMatch) If the trade is going to matching, you must populate this field with a
CUSIP assigned by the CUSIP system or a custom CUSIP. If you use a custom CUSIP, you
must also select Custom CUSIP to successfully pass TradeSuite validation.

Custom CUSIP

1

O

Indicates the CUSIP is user-defined. Value: Y or N (default).

Description

84

O

Description of the security.

Exec Brkr MPID

1

4

O

Executing broker's Market Participant ID (MPID).

Institution Comments

39

O

Used to send comments to broker/dealers. An alphanumeric field.

Internal Broker ID

20

O

Your internal code for an OASYS broker/dealer which maps to the corresponding OASYS
Broker acronym in an OASYS table that you maintain. When an Internal Broker ID is
entered and Translation is on, OASYS overrides the value in the OASYS Broker ID field.

Internal Reference
Number

16

C

Number you define to track a trade in OASYS. Required only as part of an update if you do
not use the Reference Number. Used primarily in automated interfaces. Value sent to the
OASYS host and OASYS broker/dealers.
(OASYS-TradeMatch) This value also populates the NOE/II Institution Order Routing #
field on the confirm when the trade is matched.

OASYS Broker

8

C

Valid OASYS acronym for the executing broker/dealer. Required if the trade is sent to an
OASYS broker/dealer for acceptance. The acronym is also used to supply enrichment from
Omgeo ALERTSM.
(OASYS-TradeMatch) Not applicable if the trade is for a non-OASYS broker/dealer.
Optional, if the trade is for an OASYS broker/dealer and sent directly to matching. If you
do not supply the acronym, the trade in not enriched from ALERT.

Price

12

O

Price of the security. For an equity, Price is typically sent as per share. The value is 12
digits including decimal. No more than 9 digits before the decimal and 10 digits after (no
commas).
You can import Price as zero (0) but before you can send the trade to the OASYS host, you
must provide a value. Until you provide a value, the trade status remains INCMPL.

Security ID

12

R

Ticker symbol or CUSIP for the traded security (uppercase only). OASYS does not validate
this field. You must enter a value that the broker/dealer and their automation system can
easily recognize.
(OASYS-TradeMatch) The value in this field must be a valid CUSIP or ticker. TradeMatch
converts the ticker to the corresponding CUSIP.

Security Type

3

R

Value for a type of equity or fixed income security. See Omgeo OASYS Common Reference
guide.

General Trade
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Investment Manager Import Block Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Settlement Date

15

O

Settlement date of the trade, in the date format specified by the import model. If the date
is invalid, you get an error message. See Appendix A, “Import Error Messages”.
If blank, OASYS automatically calculates the settlement date based on the Trade Date,
default settle date offset, and settlement holiday calendar.

Size

13

R

For an equity trade, enter the number of shares. For a fixed income trade, enter the face
value or original principal amount of a security on its issue date. Values must be expressed
as integers.
Equity value: 1-9999999999 (a whole number)
Fixed Income value: 1 - 9999999999.99 (no commas).

Trade Date

15

O

Date of the trade, in the date format specified by the import model. If blank, OASYS
automatically fills in the date of import. If the date is invalid (for example, greater than
today’s date), you get an error message. See Appendix A, “Import Error Messages”.

Trade Time

5

O

Time of the block trade, in the date format specified by the import model. If blank, OASYS
automatically fills in the time of import.

Status

6

O

Status of a trade (uppercase) for updates only.
For investment managers, ACCRCVD is the final status. You can see ACCRCVD on the
OASYS workstation, but it is not exported. ACCRCVD exports as an ACCEPT.

Transaction Type

2

R

A valid OASYS Transaction Type includes:
B - Bought
BC - Bought Covered
S - Sold
SS - Sold Short
SE - Sold Exempt

When Issued

1

O

Indicates whether the security is a when-issued security. Values: Y and N

Accrued Interest

12

O

Interest accumulated between the most recent payment and the sale of the security.
Numeric value: 0 - 999,999,999.99 (no commas).

Coupon Rate

12

O

Interest rate of the instrument. Numeric value: 0 - 99999.999999 (no commas).

Current Face

13

O

The current amount of principal outstanding on a security. Numeric value: 0 9999999999.99 (no commas).

Discount Rate

14

O

Interest rate that an eligible depository institution is charged to borrow short-term funds
directly from a Federal Reserve Bank.
Numeric value: 0 - 99999999999.99 with 2 characters to the right (no commas).

Factor

14

O

The pay up/down rate of the security. Numeric value: .00000000000 - 9.999999999999 (no
commas).

Final Coupon

1

O

Indicates whether the coupon rate is final. Value: Y (default) or N

Final Factor

1

O

Indicates whether the factor is final. Value: Y (default) or N

Issue Date

15

O

Date the security was issued, in the date format specified by the import model. If the date
is invalid, you get an error message. See Appendix A, “Import Error Messages”.

Maturity Date

15

O

Date on which the security is due and payable, in the date format specified by the import
model. If the date is invalid, you get an error message. See Appendix A, “Import Error
Messages”.

Net Amount

13

O

The gain realized from the trade. Numeric value: 0 - 9999999999.99 (no commas).

Pool

30

O

Pool ID. Applies to mortgage-backed securities. Alphanumeric field. No special characters
are allowed.

Principal

13

O

The face value amount to be repaid at maturity. Numeric value: 0 - 9999999999.99 (no
commas).

Yield

12

O

Rate of return (yield to maturity). The maximum number of characters to the right of the
decimal place is 6; the maximum number of characters to the left is 4: the minus sign plus
3 numeric characters (e.g., -250). Numeric value: -999.999999 to 999.999999 (no commas).

Fixed Income
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Investment Manager Import Block Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Stipulations (available when TBA Security Type selected)
Max Pools per 100 Million 2

O

Two-digit numeric that indicates the maximum number of pools that can be delivered on
the TBA per 100 million.

One Pool one Piece

1

O

Indicates whether there is only 1 pool for the TBA, up to the federal delivery maximum of
50 million. Value: Y or N

One Pool per Million

1

O

Indicates whether the stipulation is 1 million of face amount on the block. Value: Y or N

Other Stipulation

40

O

Text field that describes a non-standard stipulation.
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Investment Manager Import Block Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Repo (available when REP or FIN Security Type selected)
Trade Type

15

O

Identifies the type of repo trade. Values:
• Repo
• Reverse Repo
• Sell/Buy Back
• Buy/Sell Back
• Participation
• Sec Lending
• Sec Borrowing
See the Omgeo OASYS Fixed Income Code of Practice for examples of repo trades.

Delivery Method

20

O

Delivery method based on the security type or purpose of trade (for example, Book Entry
or Cash). Values:
• Free
• Book Entry
• Physical
• DVP/RVP
• Cash
• Hold-In-Custody
• Tri-Party
• Quad-Party
• Other

Leg Identifier

19

O

Identifies whether the transaction is the start (open leg), close (close leg), or both. Values:
• Open Leg
• Close Leg
• Both Legs

Rate Type

15

O

Specifies whether the rate is fixed or variable. Values:
• Fixed
• Variable
• Unknown

Confirm purpose

21

O

Identifies the reason for the confirmation message (for example, Rollover). Values:
• Original
• Substitution
• Margin-Re-Price/Cash Call
• Margin-Re-Price/Collateral Call
• Rollover
• Other
• Not Specified

Options (available when OPS or OPC Security Type selected)
Option Exchange

4

O

Market where options contracts are traded. See the Omgeo OASYS Common Reference
guide for a list of supported markets.

Option Type

4

O

Identifies the financial contract between the buyer and the seller of this type of option.
Values:
• PUT
• CALL
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Investment Manager Import Block Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Option Expiration Date

11

O

Date by which the option expires in one of these formats:
• DD-MMM-YY
• DD-MMM-YYYY
• MMDDYY
• MMDDYYYY
• YYMMDD
• YYYYMMDD

Option Delivery Type

8

O

Type of delivery. Values:
• CASH
• PHYS

Option Premium Amount

13

O

Price the buyer of the options contract pays for the right to buy or sell a security at a
specified price in the future.

Option Strike Price

13

O

The price at which the security underlying an options contract can be bought or sold. The
value can range from 0.01 - 999999.999999.

Option Security ID

21

R

A long symbol for the traded option security. OASYS does not validate this field. You must
enter a value that the broker/dealer and their automation system can easily recognize.
The format of the Option Security ID field is as follows:
• Ticker symbol or CUSIP. 1 - 6 upper-case letters, numbers, or spaces. This value
must be the same as the value in Security ID field.
• Expiry date 6 digits in YYMMDD format.
• Call (C) or Put (P) 1 character; either C or P.
• Explicit strike price (integer part) 5 digits.
• Explicit strike price (decimal part) 3 digits.

Stepout
Filter Stepout Allocation
Details

1

O

Use to filter the account details of a stepout allocation from the executing broker/dealer.
Only populate this field if the trade contains a stepout. Value: Y (the default) or N

Executing Broker ID

8

C

TradeSuite ID of the executing broker/dealer. If invalid, you cannot save the record.
Required for non-OASYS broker/dealer. You also populate Matching Only; OASYS Broker is
not populated.
Optional, but recommended, for an OASYS broker/dealer.

Matching Only

1

C

When selected, indicates that the trade is to be sent directly to matching. The value is Y or
N. Required if the executing broker/dealer is a non-OASYS broker/dealer.

Pre-Notify
Custodian

1

O

Indicates that the trade is to be sent to your custodians. OASYS broker/dealers do not
receive this field. Value: Y or N. If you enter Y, the default value on To Custodian on the
allocation is also Y.

Submitting Institution ID

8

O

TradeSuite ID of the submitting institution.

TradeSuite

1.

Must be exactly 4 uppercase characters and a valid MPID.
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Import Allocation Record Fields
The Investment Manager Import Allocation record contains the data fields of an allocation which the
investment manager can import.
Investment Manager Import Allocation Record Fields
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Record Fields (required, in order shown)
Record ID

1

R

Record type. It must be the first field in this record and contain an uppercase
A (allocation). If it does not, the import aborts before OASYS imports any more
records. Each record can include only one Record ID.

Operation ID

1

R

Operation associated with the record. It must be the second field in this
record. The values are (in uppercase): N, U, V, or R. In import files, N indicates
a new trade; U, an update to an existing trade. V (valid) and R (refused)
appear only in log files.

Reference Number

11

R

A number assigned by OASYS when the record is imported. It is the third field
in this record. format is dddnnnnn.vv where:
• ddd is the Julian day the trade was entered into OASYS.
• nnnnn is the sequence number of the trade at entry. Numbering begins at
00001 each day.
• vv is the current revision level of the trade. Each trade starts at 01 and
increments by one for each trade update.
For a new trade, include the field but leave it empty. For updates, you must
supply the Reference Number of the previous version of the trade or a valid
Internal Reference Number.
If you enter a Reference Number for a new allocation, it will be ignored and
replaced by an OASYS-generated number unless you select Check for Unique
Allocation Internal Reference Numbers on the Preferences sheet, on System
Properties. Allocations that do not have unique reference numbers are
rejected by TradeMatch.

Account (1 of the 3 fields is required)
Account Code

12

C

Internal code you use to identify the individual account to which these shares
are allocated. This information does not go to your counterparty.

Account Name

32

C

Short text description you use to identify the individual account to which these
shares are allocated.

ALERT Access Code

12

C

Account identifier you set in the Omgeo ALERT or SID databases. Use to
identify the specific account to which these shares are allocated.

Broker Of Credit ID

8

O

TradeSuite ID of the Broker of Credit. Validated by a table on the workstation.

Broker of Credit Name

30

O

Broker of Credit for a standard allocation or a stepin broker/dealer who is not
an OASYS broker/dealer. This field is not validated against the Broker of
Credit table which you maintain on your workstation.

Broker of Credit BIC

12

O

Bank Identifier Code that identifies a financial institution or an entity within a
financial institution. A BIC, as specified by the ISO 9362 standard, consists of
either eight (BIC8) or 11 (BIC11) contiguous characters.

Agent ID

8

O

TradeSuite ID of the agent. If you supply the ID, it is not retrieved from ALERT
or SID. Validated by a table on the workstation.

Agent Internal Account

16

O

Agent internal account in TradeSuite. If you supply the account, it is not
retrieved from ALERT or SID.

Institution ID

8

O

TradeSuite ID of the investment manager. If you supply the ID, it is not
retrieved from ALERT or the host. Validated by a table on the workstation.

Settlement Location

3

O

Used for valid settlement locations, which you can choose from a dropdown
list. You can define the default. See Omgeo OASYS Common Reference Data.

Broker of Credit

TradeSuite
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Investment Manager Import Allocation Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Accrued Interest

12

O

Interest accumulated between the most recent payment and the sale of the
security. Numeric value: 0 - 999,999,999.99 (no commas).

Commission

10

O

Rate per share. If blank (on an equity allocation only), defaults to value at
trade block level. Value: 0-9.99999999 (no commas). Value is 10 digits,
including decimal. No more than 1 digit before the decimal and 8 digits after.

Commission Arrangement

31

O

Indicates the type of commission arrangement. Available when Hard/Soft is
set to Soft (S). Values:

Allocation

• Introduced Brokerage (INBR)
• Commission Recapture (CREC)
• Share Arrangement (CSHA)
• Independent Research (INRE)
Commission Code (Equity Only)

1

O

User-defined code used to indicate why you allocated the commission. For
example, you can enter R to indicate the commission pays for research. The
default is N (none).

Country Tax

10

O

Country taxes applied to the trade. You supply the value. A positive numeric
value. Value: 0-9999999.99 (no commas). No more than 7 digits before the
decimal and 2 digits after it.

Discount Rate (Fixed Income
Only)

14

O

Interest rate a central bank charges depository institutions that borrow
reserves from it. Numeric value: 0 - 99999999999.99 with 2 characters to the
right (no commas).

Fee

10

O

Trade fees. A positive numeric value. Value: 0-9999999.99 (no commas).
(For OASYS-TradeMatch clients) If you provide a value, TradeMatch does not
overwrite it. If the field is blank, TradeMatch calculates the value.

Hard/Soft

1

O

Indicates if the commission is hard or soft dollars. The value is H (hard) or S
(soft). A blank space defaults to H.
If you select S, you can enter a specific value in Commission Arrangement
(page 28).

Local Tax

10

O

Local taxes applied to the trade A positive numeric value. Value: 0-9999999.99
(no commas). No more than 7 digits before the decimal and 2 digits after it.

Miscellaneous

10

O

For standard (non-stepout) allocations, a user-defined field which may
contain any printable ASCII character. If this a stepout allocation, this field
must be blank or it generates an error.

Net Amount

13

O

The gain realized from the trade. Numeric value: 0 -9999999999.99 (no
commas).
(For OASYS-TradeMatch clients) If you provide a value, it is not overwritten.
If the field is blank, TradeMatch calculates the value.

Other Charges

10

O

You supply the value. A positive numeric value. Value: 0-9999999.99 (no
commas). No more than 7 digits before the decimal and 2 digits after it.

Principal

13

O

The face value amount to be repaid at maturity. Numeric value: 0 9999999999.99 (no commas).
(For OASYS-TradeMatch clients) If you provide a value, it is not overwritten.
If the field is blank, TradeMatch calculates the value.

Size/Original Face

13

R

For an equity trade, the number of shares allocated to this account. For a fixed
income trade, the value of Size on the block. Values must be expressed as
integers.
Equity value: 1-9999999999
Fixed Income value: 1 - 9999999999.99 (no commas).

Stop Match

1

O

(OASYS-TradeMatch) Indicates whether you want to stop the allocation
matching process.
You can stop the match when the trade status is ACCRCVD (that is, the trade
is accepted) and the allocation is UNMATCHED (not yet matched).
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Investment Manager Import Allocation Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

To Custodian

1

O

(OASYS-TradeMatch) Indicates whether you want to send the allocation to the
custodian as settlement notification. To send the allocation to the custodian,
enter Y. The default is deselected.
You can send the allocation to the custodian even if you do not send it to
TradeMatch.

To Matching

1

O

(OASYS-TradeMatch) Select to send the allocation to TradeMatch. The default
is selected.

Confirm Control Number

9

O

Clients should never set this value. When the Client Contact Center (CCC)
recovers an already-matched trade, this value, sometimes called the DTC
control number, will be recovered by the OASYS host. For reference, clients
receive this value in the OASTradeMatchStatus message.

Internal Reference Number

12

C

Number you define to track a trade in OASYS. Required as part of an update
(only) if you do not use the Reference Number. Used primarily in automated
interfaces.
(For OASYS-TradeMatch clients) The internal reference number on each
allocation within a trade must be unique. This number populates the Detail
Reference Identifier on the confirm.

Sequence Number

5

C

An integer value assigned by OASYS which indicates the position of the
allocation in the block. The first allocation of each block is assigned number
1. Values increment by one for each subsequent allocation in the block.
Required as part of an update.

TradeMatch Status

15

O

Matching status of the allocation. On import, only valid if you are issuing a
stop match request. Enter ‘Stop Match’ in the field.

Release Method

32

O

Lot release preference determined by the account owner. See Table on
page 30 for values.

Purchase Date

8

O

Date for tax lot purchase, in the format YYYYMMDD.

TaxLotID

12

O

Unique tax lot ID number.

Release Quantity

7 for EQ
13 for FI

O

Used for partial release to specify the quantity to remove from a tax lot.

Purchase Price

13

O

Price for a tax lot purchase.

Stepout

1

C

Indicates that the allocation is a stepout. The value is a Y or N. If Y, the other
stepout fields are validated by stepout import rules. See the Omgeo OASYS
Code of Practice for Enhanced Commissions Processing for more information
on stepouts.
If N or a blank, the allocation is processed by standard allocation import rules.

Stepin Broker MPID

41

O

Stepin broker's Market Participant ID (MPID).

Stepout Clearing Number

4

O

TradeSuite Participant ID of the executing broker/dealer in the Stepout To
field. There is no associated table.

Stepout Comments

35

O

Used to enter comments on the stepout. An alphanumeric field.

Stepout Matching Only

1

C

(For OASYS-TradeMatch clients) When selected, indicates that the stepin
trade is to be sent to matching only. The value is Y or N. Required if the stepin
broker/dealer is a non-OASYS broker/dealer.

Allocation Status

Tax Lot

Stepout
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Investment Manager Import Allocation Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Stepout To

8

C

Contains the OASYS acronym or an 8-digit broker/dealer code of the stepin
broker/dealer. See the Omgeo web site, www.omgeo.com, in Client
Directories for a complete list of broker/dealer codes.
OASYS acronym required if you want trade sent to OASYS broker/dealer for
acceptance. Also required for non-OASYS broker/dealer if you do not
populate TM Stepout Broker ID.

Stepout to OASYS Broker

1

C

Indicates whether the stepin broker/dealer is an OASYS broker/dealer or
not. The value is Y or N (the default). If Y, OASYS validates the Stepout To
value, generates a stepin trade, and sends it to that broker/dealer.

TM Stepout Broker ID

8

C

(OASYS-TradeMatch) TradeSuite ID of the broker/dealer in the Stepout To
field. Required for non-OASYS broker/dealer if you do not populate Stepout
To.
Optional, but recommended, if the broker/dealer in the Stepout To field is an
OASYS broker/dealer. If invalid, you cannot save the record.

Pool Details (Fixed Income Only)
Factor

14

O

The pay up/down rate of the security. Numeric value: .000000000000 9.999999999999 (no commas).

Current Face

13

O

The current amount of principal outstanding on a security, which is calculated
by multiplying the original face value by the most recent factor.
Numeric value: 0 - 9999999999.99 (no commas).

Issue Date

15

O

Date the security was issued, in the date format specified by the import
model. If the date is invalid, you get an error message. See Import Error
Messages.

Maturity Date

15

O

Date on which the security is due and payable, in the date format specified by
the import model. If the date is invalid, you get an error message. See Import
Error Messages.

CUSIP

9

O

The security’s unique nine character ID in the CUSIP system. Alpha numeric
field. No special characters are allowed.

Pool

30

O

Pool ID. Applies to mortgage-backed securities. Alpha numeric field. No
special characters are allowed.

1.

Must be exactly 4 uppercase characters and a valid MPID.

Tax Lot Release Methods
Description

OASYS Value

First In, First Out

FIFO

Last In, First Out

LIFO

Highest Cost

HICO

Lowest Cost

LOCO

Minimum Short Term Gain

MSTG

Long Term Highest Cost

LTHC

Average Cost

AVCO

Specify

SPEC

Import Records for the Broker/Dealer
For importing data, the broker/dealer uses a record for importing the trade (block) level and another,
for the allocation data. The records are:
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•
•

Broker/Dealer Import Block record
Broker/Dealer Import Allocation record

Import Block Record Fields
The Broker/Dealer Import Block record contains the data fields of a block trade which the broker/
dealer can import. This record contains record and general trade information (see the next table) and,
optionally, broker added information (BAI) fields (see the next table). If you import the BAI
information of your back-office service provider, OASYS does not send it to the investment manager.
Broker/Dealer Import Block Record: Record & General Trade Fields
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Record Fields (required, in order shown)
Record ID

1

R

Record type. It must be the first field in this record and contain an uppercase T (trade).
If it does not, the import aborts before OASYS imports any more records. Each record
can include only one Record ID.

Operation ID

1

R

Operation associated with the record. It must be the second field in this record. The
values are (in uppercase): N, U, V, or R. In import files, N indicates a new trade; U, an
update to an existing trade. V (valid) and R (refused) appear only in log files.

Reference Number

11

R

A number that was assigned to the trade by OASYS. It must be the third field in this
record. The format is dddnnnnn.vv where:
• ddd is the Julian day the trade was entered into OASYS.
• nnnnn is the sequence number of the trade at entry. Numbering begins at 00001 each
day.
• vv is the current revision level of the trade. Each trade starts at 01 and increments
by one for each trade update.

Broker Comments

39

O

Used to send comments to investment manager. An alphanumeric field.

OASYS Institution

8

R

OASYS acronym for your counterparty.

Status

6

O

Status of a trade (uppercase only). For broker/dealers:
• REJECT - To reject a trade, use the value
• ACCEPT - To accept a trade, use the value

General Trade

Broker Added Information (BAI)
Optional. See Broker/Dealer Import and Export: BAI Fields.

Broker/Dealer Import and Export: BAI Fields
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Broker Added Information (if using Back-Office Service Provider)
BAI Send Copy

1

O

If selected, indicates you want to send a copy to a back-office service provider.
Note: This field is available on the block only.

BAI Security ID

12

O

Security ID for Broker Added Information. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Registered Rep

4

O

Overrides the registered representative for each account. For ADP users, if the field
is blank, it defaults to the value at ADP in the ADP Name and Address file. An
alphanumeric field.
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Broker/Dealer Import and Export: BAI Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

BAI When Issued

1

O

Enter one of the following codes:
1 - When Issued
2 - Future Delivery
3 - When Distributed
A - When Issue Extended
B - Future Delivery Extended
C - When Distributed Extended
J - When Issued Canceled

BAI Floor Broker

6

O

Major Badge number for trades requiring this information. You can only use this field
if trade occurred on the NYSE or AMEX. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Executing Broker

6

O

Executing broker number for trade. An alphanumeric field (numbers only, except for
OTC trades).

BAI Contra Broker

6

O

Contra broker number for trade. An alphanumeric field (numbers only, except for OTC
trades). A value for broker other side is required by ADP.

BAI Trailer Code

8

O

The Trailer code. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Blotter Code

6

O

The Blotter code. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Spin Code

1

O

The SPIN code. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Settlement Date

11

O

Settlement date for the trade. An alphanumeric field. Defaults to the settlement date
received from the investment manager. You can override the date. The format is
based on the date format specified on the OASYS Import/Export Model. See Setting
Up Import and Export Models.

BAI Special Commission

10

O

Special commission code followed by a number which indicates special commission
arrangements.

O

If you set Send Copy field to Y and do not enter any other data, this field defaults at
ADP to price per share basis and rate defaults from Allocation Information Screen.

O

Valid ADP special commission codes and values include:

O

• C - Gross credit rate. Commission is a rate per share and is treated as a Gross
Credit by ADP system. This value is a decimal number. Decimal rates must contain
a decimal point. Value is .01 - 99.99. For example, C1.86.

O

• D - Percentage of final commission; where percentage is more than 99.99%. For
example, D120. Value is 100.00 - 999.99.

O

• G - Gross credit. For example, G1321.87. Value is .01 - 9999.99.

O

• J - Negotiated commission rate. For example, J.06. Value is .001 - 999.999. This is
a rate per share.

O

• N - No commission for this trade.

O

• P - Charge percent of commission. Use this only for percentages less than 100.0%.
For example, P21.5. Value is .01 - 99.99.

O

• R - This is default and is a price/share rate. For example, R.05. Value is .001 999.999.

O

• S - Charge no postage
0 - Prefigured commission. For example, 0123.25.
1 - Floor Broker rate
2 - Twice Floor Broker rate
5 - 50% commission
6 - 60% commission
7 - 70% commission
8 - 80% commission
9 - 90% commission

BAI Principal

12

O

The face value amount to be repaid at maturity. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Interest

10

O

Interest on trade. An alphanumeric field.

BAI State Tax

9

O

An alphanumeric field.
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Broker/Dealer Import and Export: BAI Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

BAI Other

12

O

A discount or premium you received on trade. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Fee

6

O

Securities and Exchange Commission fees. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Postage

6

O

Transfer fees, postage, or miscellaneous fee applied to trade. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Net Amount

12

O

The gain realized from the trade. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Gross Credit

12

O

Values in this field override any values in the Special Comm field. An alphanumeric
field.

BAI Tag Number

5

O

Tag number for the trade. An alphanumeric field.

BAI Miscellaneous

30

O

An alphanumeric field.

BAI Comments

120

O

Use to enter comments which are only sent to your back office provider. An
alphanumeric field.

Import Allocation Record Fields
The Broker/Dealer Import Allocation record contains the data fields of an allocation which a broker/
dealer can import. This record contains record, general allocation information, and, optionally, the
broker added information fields (see page 31).
Broker/Dealer Import Allocation Record Fields
Field

Max.

Req.

Record Fields (required, in order shown)
Record ID

1

R

Record type. It must be the first field in this record and contain an uppercase A. If it
does not, the import aborts before OASYS imports any more records. Each record can
include only one Record ID.

Operation ID

1

R

Operation associated with the record. It must be the second field in this record. The
values are (in uppercase): N, U, V, or R. In import files, N indicates a new trade; U, an
update to an existing trade. V (valid) and R (refused) appear only in log files.

Reference Number

11

R

A number that was assigned to the trade by OASYS. It must be the third field in this
record. The format is dddnnnnn.vv where:
• ddd is the Julian day the trade was entered into OASYS.
• nnnnn is the sequence number of the trade at entry. Numbering begins at 00001
each day.
• vv is the current revision level of the trade. Each trade starts at 01 and increments
by one for each trade update.

BIA Number

20

O

Broker Internal Account number. This is the only allocation field you can change.

Sequence Number

5

R

An integer value assigned by OASYS which indicates the position of the allocation in the
block. The first allocation of each block is assigned number 1. Values increment by one
for each subsequent allocation in the block.

General Trade

Broker Added Information (BAI)
Optional. These fields, which are specific to the broker/dealer, are described in Table on page 31. The fields on the block and allocation
are the same except for BAI Send Copy. BAI Send Copy is only available on the block.

Export Records for Investment Manager and Broker/Dealer
To export data from OASYS, the investment manager and broker/dealer use one record for exporting
the trade (block) level and another, for the allocation data. The records are:
•

Export Block record
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•

Export Allocation record

Notes • OASYS requires only the Record ID field when you export trade and allocation records.
Otherwise, you can decide which fields you want to export.
• If a value includes trailing zeros, the export process removes them.
Export Block Record Fields
The Export Block record contains the data fields of a block trade that you can export. Unless indicated,
both the investment manager and broker/dealer can export the same fields.
Record ID is the first field in the record and the only required field.
Export Block Record Fields
Field

Max.

Description

Record Fields (required as first field in record)
Record ID

1

Record type. Contains an uppercase T (trade).

General Trade
Asset Class

1

Category of assets. Value: E or F

Broker Comments

39

Comments from broker/dealer to investment manager. An alphanumeric field.

Commission

10

Rate per share.

CUSIP

9

The security’s unique nine character ID in the CUSIP (Committee on Uniform Securities
Identification Procedures) system.

Custom CUSIP

1

Indicates the CUSIP is user-defined. Value: Y or N (default)

Description

84

Description of the security.

Exec Brkr MPID

41

Executing broker's Market Participant ID (MPID).

Institution Comments

39

Used to send comments to broker/dealers. An alphanumeric field.

Internal Broker ID (investment
manager only)

20

The investment manager’s internal code for an OASYS broker/dealer which maps to the
corresponding OASYS Broker acronym in an OASYS table that you maintain.

Internal Reference Number or
Institution Internal Reference
Number

16

Number defined by the investment manager to track a trade in OASYS.
(For OASYS-TradeMatch only) This value also populates the NOE/II Institution Order
Routing # field on the confirm when the trade is matched.

OASYS Broker
or OASYS Institution

8

Valid OASYS acronym for your counterparty.

Price

12

Price of the security. For an equity, Price is typically sent as per share.

Reference Number

11

A number assigned to the trade by OASYS. The format is dddnnnnn.vv where:
• ddd is the Julian day the trade was entered into OASYS.
• nnnnn is the sequence number of the trade at entry. Numbering begins at 00001 each
day.
• vv is the current revision level of the trade. Each trade starts at 01 and increments
by one for each trade update.

Security ID

12

Ticker symbol or CUSIP for the traded security (uppercase only). OASYS does not
validate this field.

Security Type

3

Value for equity or fixed income security. See Omgeo OASYS Common Reference Data.

Settlement Date

15

Settlement date of the block trade.

Size

13

For an equity trade, the number of shares. For a fixed income trade, the face value or
original face value of a security on its issue date.

Status

6

Status of a trade (uppercase).

Trade Date

15

Date of the block trade.
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Export Block Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Description

Trade Time

5

Time of the block trade.

Transaction Type

2

A valid OASYS Transaction Type includes:
B - Bought
BC - Bought Covered
S - Sold
SS - Sold Short
SE - Sold Exempt

When Issued

1

If selected, indicates the bond has not yet been issued. Y is a when-issued security, N
is not a when-issued security.

Fixed Income Only
Accrued Interest

12

Interest accumulated between the most recent payment and the sale of the security.

Coupon Rate

12

The interest rate of the instrument.

Discount Rate

14

Interest rate a central bank charges depository institutions that borrow reserves from
it. Numeric value: 0 - 99999999999.99 with 2 characters to the right (no commas).

Factor

14

The pay up/down rate of the security.

Final Coupon

1

Indicates whether the coupon rate is final. Value: Y (default) or N

Final Factor

1

Indicates whether the factor is final. Value: Y (default) or N

Issue Date

15

Date the bond was issued.

Maturity Date

15

Date on which the security is due and payable.

Net Amount

13

The gain realized from the trade.

Current Face

13

The current amount of principal outstanding on a security. Numeric value: 0 9999999999.99 (no commas).

Pool

30

Pool ID. Applies to mortgage-backed securities.

Principal

13

The face value amount to be repaid at maturity.

Yield

12

Rate of return (yield to maturity).

Stipulations (TBA Trades Only)
Max Pools per 100 Million

2

Two-digit numeric that indicates the maximum number of pools that can be delivered on
the TBA per $100 million.

One Pool one Piece

1

Indicates whether there is only 1 pool for the TBA, up to the federal delivery maximum
of $50 million. Value: Y or N

One Pool per Million

1

Indicates whether the stipulation is 1 million of face amount on the block. Value: Y or N

Other Stipulation

40

Text field that describes a non-standard stipulation.

Repo (available when REP or FIN Security Type selected)
Trade Type

15

Identifies the type of repo trade. Values:
• Repo
• Reverse Repo
• Sell/Buy Back
• Buy/Sell Back
• Participation
• Sec Lending
• Sec Borrowing
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Export Block Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Description

Delivery Method

20

Delivery method based on the security type or purpose of trade (for example, Book
Entry or Cash). Values:
• Free
• Book Entry
• Physical
• DVP/RVP
• Cash
• Hold-In-Custody
• Tri-Party
• Quad-Party
• Other

Leg Identifier

19

Identifies whether the transaction is the start (open leg), close (close leg), or both.
Values:
• Open Leg
• Close Leg
• Both Legs

Rate Type

15

Specifies whether the rate is fixed or variable. Values:
• Fixed
• Variable
• Unknown

Confirm purpose

21

Identifies the reason for the confirmation message (for example, Rollover). Values:
• Original
• Substitution
• Margin-Re-Price/Cash Call
• Margin-Re-Price/Collateral Call
• Rollover
• Other
• Not Specified

Options (available when OPS or OPC Security Type selected)
Option Exchange

4

Market where options contracts are traded. See the Omgeo OASYS Common Reference
guide for a list of supported markets.

Option Type

4

Identifies the financial contract between the buyer and the seller of this type of option.
Values:
• PUT
• CALL

Option Expiration Date

11

Date by which the option expires in one of these formats:
• DD-MMM-YY
• DD-MMM-YYYY
• MMDDYY
• MMDDYYYY
• YYMMDD
• YYYYMMDD
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Export Block Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Option Delivery Type

8

Description
Type of delivery. Values:
• CASH
• PHYS

Option Premium Amount

13

Price the buyer of the options contract pays for the right to buy or sell a security at a
specified price in the future.

Option Strike Price

13

The price at which the security underlying an options contract can be bought or sold.
The value can range from 0.01 - 999999.999999.

Option Security ID

21

A long symbol for the traded option security. OASYS does not validate this field. You
must enter a value that the broker/dealer and their automation system can easily
recognize.
The format of the Option Security ID field is as follows:
• Ticker symbol or CUSIP. 1 - 6 upper-case letters, numbers, or spaces. This value
must be the same as the value in Security ID field.
• Expiry date 6 digits in YYMMDD format.
• Call (C) or Put (P) 1 character; either C or P.
• Explicit strike price (integer part) 5 digits.
• Explicit strike price (decimal part) 3 digits.

Stepout Information
Contains Stepouts

1

Indicates that the trade contains a stepout allocation.

Filter Stepout Allocation Detail
(investment manager only)

1

Use to filter the account details of a stepout allocation from the executing broker/
dealer. The value is Y (the default) or N. If selected, STEPOUT displays in the Account
Name, BIA Number, and ALERT Access Code fields.

Primary Reference Number

11

OASYS Reference Number of the original trade from which this stepin trade was
generated. This number is also available to the stepin broker/dealer.

Stepin

1

Indicates the trade is a stepin trade. The value is Y or N.

Stepout From

8

Name of the executing broker/dealer in the original trade from which this stepin trade
was generated.

Executing Broker ID

8

TradeSuite ID of the executing broker/dealer.

Matching Only (investment
manager only)

1

When selected, indicates that the trade is to be sent directly to matching. The value is
Y or N.

Pre-Notify Custodian (investment
manager only)

1

When selected, indicates that the trade is to be sent to a custodian. OASYS broker/
dealers do not receive this field. The value is Y or N.

Submitting Institution ID

8

ID of the submitting institution in TradeSuite. Only OASYS broker/dealers receive this
field.

TradeSuite

Broker Added Information (BAI)
Optional. These fields, which are specific to the broker/dealer, are described in Table on page 31. The fields on the block and allocation
are the same except for BAI Send Copy. BAI Send Copy is only available on the block.
1.

Must be exactly 4 uppercase characters and a valid MPID.
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Export Allocation Record Fields
The Export Allocation record contains the data fields of an allocation that both the investment manager
and broker/dealer can export.
Export Allocation Record Fields
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

1

R

Record type. It is the first field in this record and contains an uppercase A
(allocation).

Account Code (investment manager 12
only)

O

Internal code the investment manager uses to identify the individual
account to which these shares have been allocated. This information does
not go to the broker/dealer.

Account Name

32

O

Short text description of the individual account to which these shares have
been allocated or, if the investment manager filtered the account details.
displays the word STEPOUT in the Account Name, BIA Number, and ALERT
Access Code fields.

ALERT Access Code

12

O

Account identifier the investment manager set in the Omgeo ALERT
database or the word STEPOUT, if the investment manager filtered the
account details.
It is also used to perform a BIA (Broker Internal Account) lookup for the
broker/dealer.

Commission

10

O

Rate per share.

Commission Arrangement

31

O

Indicates the type of commission arrangement. Available when Hard/Soft
is set to Soft (S). Values:

Record Fields (required)
Record ID
General Trade

• Introduced Brokerage (INBR)
• Commission Recapture (CREC)
• Share Arrangement (CSHA)
• Independent Research (INRE)
Commission Code (Equity Only)

1

O

User-defined code used to indicate why the investment manager allocated
the commission.

Hard/Soft Indicator

1

O

Indicates if the commission is hard or soft dollars. The value is H (hard) or
S (soft). A blank space defaults to H.

Internal Reference Number
(investment manager only)

12

O

Number defined by the investment manager to track a trade in OASYS.

Miscellaneous

10

O

For standard (non-stepout) allocations, a user-defined field which may
contain any printable ASCII character except a semicolon (;) or a colon (:).
If this a allocation is stepout, this field is blank.

Reference Number

11

R

A number assigned to the trade by OASYS. The format is dddnnnnn.vv
where:
• ddd is the Julian day the trade was entered into OASYS.
• nnnnn is the sequence number of the trade at entry. Numbering begins
at 001 each day.
• vv is the current revision level of the trade. Each trade starts at 01 and
increments by one for each trade update.

Sequence Number

5

O

An integer value assigned by OASYS which indicates the position of the
allocation in the block. The first allocation of each block is assigned number
1. Values increment by one for each subsequent allocation in the block.

Size/Original Face

13

O

For an equity trade, the number of shares allocated to this account. For a
fixed income trade, the amount of the face value allocated to this account.

8

O

TradeSuite ID of the agent. Only OASYS broker/dealers receive this field.

TradeSuite
Agent ID
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Export Allocation Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

Agent Internal Account

16

O

Agent internal account in TradeSuite. Only OASYS broker/dealers receive
this field.

Institution ID

8

O

TradeSuite ID of the investment manager.

Settlement Location

3

O

Settlement location. See Omgeo OASYS Common Reference Data.

Stop Match (investment manager
only)

1

O

Indicates whether you want to stop the allocation matching process.
You can stop the match when the trade status is ACCRCVD (that is, the
trade is accepted) and the allocation is UNMATCHED (not yet matched).

Broker Of Credit ID

8

O

TradeSuite ID of the Broker of Credit. If investment manager supplies the
ID, it is not retrieved from ALERT. Validated by a table on the workstation.

Broker of Credit Name

30

O

Broker of Credit for a standard allocation or a stepin broker/dealer who is
not an OASYS broker/dealer.

Broker of Credit BIC

12

O

Bank Identifier Code that identifies a financial institution or an entity within
a financial institution. A BIC, as specified by the ISO 9362 standard,
consists of either eight (BIC8) or 11 (BIC11) contiguous characters.

Release Method

32

O

Lot release preference determined by the account owner. See Table on
page 30 for values.

Purchase Date

8

O

Date for tax lot purchase, in the format YYYYMMDD.

TaxLotID

12

O

Unique tax lot ID number.

Release Quantity

7 for EQ
13 for FI

O

Used for partial release to specify the quantity to remove from a tax lot.

Purchase Price

13

O

Price for a tax lot purchase.

11

O

OASYS reference number for the stepin trade.

Stepout

1

O

Indicates that the allocation is a stepout. The value is a Y or N.

Stepin Broker MPID

41

O

Stepin broker's Market Participant ID (MPID).

Stepout Clearing Number

4

O

TradeSuite Participant ID of the executing broker/dealer in the Stepout To
field.

Stepout Comment

35

O

Used to add comments on the stepout. An alphanumeric field.

Stepout Matching Only

1

O

When selected, indicates that the stepin trade is to be sent to matching
only. The value is Y or N.

Stepout To

8

O

Contains the OASYS acronym or another 8-digit broker/dealer code of the
stepin broker/dealer.

Stepout to OASYS Broker

1

O

Indicates whether the stepin broker/dealer is an OASYS broker/dealer or
not. The value is Y or N.

TM Stepout Broker ID

8

O

TradeSuite ID of the broker/dealer in the Stepout To field.

To Custodian

1

O

Indicates whether you want to send the allocation to the custodian as
settlement notification.
You can send the allocation to the custodian even if you do not send it to
TradeSuite. The default is deselected.

To Matching

1

O

Select to send the allocation to matching. The default is selected.

12

O

Interest accumulated between the most recent payment and the sale of
the security.

Broker of Credit

Tax Lot

Stepout Information
Stepin Reference Number

Fixed Income Only
Accrued Interest
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Export Allocation Record Fields (Continued)
Field

Max.

Req.

Description

BIA Number

20

O

Broker Internal Account number or the word STEPOUT, if the investment
manager filtered the account details. This is the only field the broker/
dealer can change.

Country Tax

10

O

Country taxes applied to the trade.

Current Face

13

O

The current amount of the principal outstanding on a security.

CUSIP

9

O

The security’s unique nine character ID in the CUSIP (Committee on
Uniform Securities Identification Procedures) system.

Discount Rate

14

O

Interest rate a central bank charges depository institutions that borrow
reserves from it. Numeric value: 0 - 99999999999.99 with 2 characters to
the right (no commas).

Factor

14

O

The pay up/down rate of the security.

Fee

10

O

Trade fees. A positive numeric value.
(For OASYS-TradeMatch clients) If you provide a value, it is not
overwritten. If the field is blank, TradeSuite calculates the value.

Issue Date

15

O

Date the security was issued.

Local Tax

10

O

Local taxes applied to the trade

Maturity Date

15

O

Date on which the security is due and payable.

Net Amount

13

O

The gain realized from the trade.

Other Charges

10

O

Other charges applied to the trade.

Pool

30

O

Pool ID. Applies to mortgage-backed securities.

Principal

13

O

The face value amount to be repaid at maturity.

9

O

Matching status of the allocation.

Allocation Status
TradeMatch Status

Broker Added Information (BAI)
Optional. These fields, which are specific to the broker/dealer, are described in Table on page 31. The fields on the block and allocation
are the same except for BAI Send Copy. BAI Send Copy is only available on the block.
1.

Must be exactly 4 uppercase characters and a valid MPID.
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SETTING UP IMPORT AND EXPORT MODELS
Introduction
This section describes the procedure for setting up your OASYS workstation import and export models.

Import Models
Import models are tools that you use to pull trade data into your OASYS workstation. An import model
tells OASYS how to read the import file that your interface generated. Although you can change the
model settings at any time, we recommend that you carefully review your requirements before you do
so.

Import Process
As OASYS processes an import file, it uses three folders:
•
•

The transfer folder stores the original import files generated by your interface
The processed folder stores files of successfully processed records

•

The failed folder stores files with refused records

Processed
Your interface
generates an import
file

Transfer

Failed

OASYS Import Folders
When you perform an import, OASYS does the following:
1. Locates an import file in the transfer folder and creates an empty file with the same name in the
processed folder.
2. Reads a record from the original import file and validates it. OASYS writes successful records to the
OASYS database and then the processed folder. OASYS writes unsuccessful records in the failed
folder, to a file which has the same name as the original import file. OASYS repeats this process for
each record. This feature lets you stop an import and know how many trades and allocations you
processed.
3. After processing all the records in the import file, OASYS deletes the file from the transfer folder.
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4. OASYS converts the records into trades, which it displays on the Trade Summary screen.

Creating an Import Model
You use Import Model Entry screen to create or modify an import model. To create a model:
•

Name the import files and folders

•

Select the data format

•

Set up the import logs and folders

Opening the Import Model Entry Screen
To open the Import Model Entry screen:
1. Select ToolsImport Models.
The Import Models screen appears. It displays all import models currently set up (see Using the
Import Models Screen). When you first run OASYS, it does not set up import models.
2. Click New.
The Import Model Entry screen appears.
Name of model
Description of model

Import Model Entry Screen
Naming the Import Files and Folders
To name the import files and folders:
1. Open the Import Model Entry screen and then the File Naming property sheet:
•

Name the import file. Select Use File Dating or enter a name in File Name.

•

Choose the file extension. Select Use Sequencing Control or accept the default (.dat).

•

Identify the folders that you want OASYS to use as it processes import files.
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File Naming Sheet, Import Model Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Use File Dating

Check to use file dating. OASYS automatically fills the File Name field with the default
format, IMPPmmdd. The file extension is .dat. For example, if you execute the import on
July 7, the filename is IMPP0707.DAT. This format is useful if you import once a day. If
you do not select this option, enter a name in File Name.

File Name

If your interface does not use file dating, enter a valid DOS filename for the import file.

File Extension

A read-only field that displays the import file extension. If you checked Use Sequencing
Control, the field is blank. If you checked File Dating or entered a filename, displays *.dat.,
which is the only valid file extension.

Use Sequencing Control

Check to use sequence numbers for import file extensions. OASYS looks for files that
follow a sequence. For example, OASYS first imports the file IMPP0707.004 and then the
file IMPP0707.005.
If checked, then Range and Next Version are required. This format is useful if your trading
system and interface generate an import file on a set schedule.

Accept Next Version Only

Select to only accept an import file with the next extension number in a sequence. This is
useful if you manually export trades from your trading system.

Range

Enter a final value for the range (valid ending values are 001-999). Required if you
checked Use Sequencing Control.

Accept Any Later Version

Select to accept any import file with any extension number which is higher than current
extension number. This is useful if you export trades automatically from your trading
system on a set schedule.

Next Version

Enter the next sequence number that OASYS can expect. Valid values depend on the
range. The default is 001. Required if you checked Use Sequencing Control.

Transfer Dir

Specify the name of the folder for import files. The default is Trans. Make sure that the
folder exists. OASYS does not verify the information. Required.

Processed Dir

Specify the name of the folder that OASYS uses to store files of successfully processed
records. The default is Proc. Make sure that the folder exists. OASYS does not verify the
information. Required.

Failed Dir

Specify the name of the folder that OASYS uses to store files with the records that were
refused. The default is Fail. Make sure that the folder exists. OASYS does not verify the
information. Required.

You cannot save a model that uses the same import filename and folder as in another import or
export model.
Selecting the Data Format
You identify the format of the import files generated from your trading system on the Data property
sheet. The Data sheet for the investment manager and broker/dealer are slightly different. To set up the
Data property sheet:
1. Open the Import Model Entry screen, and then the Data property sheet.
2. Select the format of the message, date, time, block record, and allocation record.
3. (Investment manager) Select how you want to identify the account and convert your internal broker
IDs. If needed, check the options to roll up omnibus accounts and set fully allocated accounts to
READY.
4. (Optional) Check Connect After Import.
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Message format.
Choose record
formats below.

Investment Manager (left) and Broker/Dealer (right) Data Sheets

Data Sheet, Import Model Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Message Format

The import file message format of OASYS 5.0 or greater, which is comma or tab delimited.

Date Format

Select the date format that your interface uses when it generates any date (e.g., trade or
settlement date). The values are: dd-mmm-yy (default), mmddyy, yymmdd, dd-mmm-yyyy,
mmddyyyy, and yyyymmdd. Required.

Time Format

Select the time format that your interface uses when it generates the time of the trade.
The values are: hh:mm (default) and hhmm. Required.

Account ID Type
(investment manager only)

Select the field you want to use to identify the account on the allocation. The values are:
ALERT Access Code (default), Account Name, and Account Code. For example, if you want
to identify the account by ALERT Access Code, OASYS uses the Account table to populate
Account Name and Account Code.

Block Record Format

The name of the block record format which you created on the Import Block Record Format
screen. Available when you select OASYS in the Message Format field. The record is
comma or tab delimited.

Allocation Record Format

The name of the allocation record format which you created on the Import Allocation
Record Format screen. Available when you select OASYS in the Message Format field. The
record is comma or tab delimited.

Broker
(investment manager only)

Check to convert your internal ID for the broker/dealer from your trading system to an
OASYS acronym. Additionally, you must have populated the translation information in the
Equity Broker table.

Broker of Credit
(investment manager only)

Check to convert your internal ID for the broker of credit from your trading system to an
OASYS Broker of Credit name. You must also populate the translation information in the
Broker of Credit table.

Auto Ready
(investment manager only)

Check to set the status of fully allocated trades to READY upon import.

Connect After Import

Check if you want your OASYS workstation to connect automatically to the OASYS host
immediately after this Import Model completes an import. The default is unchecked.

Rollup Omnibus Accounts
(investment manager only)

Check to roll up various accounts of a trade into one account within one allocation.

Setting Up the Import Log and Folder
To set up the import log and folder, you use Import Log property sheet:
1. Open the Import Model Entry screen, and then the Import Log property sheet.
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2. Name the import log.
3. (Optional) Select Auto Print to print the import log automatically.
4. Specify the import folder.
OASYS automatically appends new block records to the import log file each time an import model
executes. You can use the log to view import statistics.

Import Log Property Sheet
Import Log Sheet, Import Model Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Use File Dating

Click to create import log filenames with the current date inserted. For example, for an import on December
3, the filename is XLOG1203.log. This option creates a new import log file with the first import of each day.
If you do not use file dating, enter the name in File Name.

Auto Print

Click if you want the import log file to print automatically.

All Trades

Select to print all trades in the import log. This is the default.

Refused Trades Only

Select if you want the import log to include only entries for trades that did not import successfully into
OASYS.

File Name

If you do not want to use file dating, specify a valid DOS filename for the import file.

File Extension

Displays .log when Use File Dating is checked.

Log Dir

Specify the name of the folder for the import log files. Required but OASYS does not verify that the folder
exists.

You cannot save a model that uses the same log filename and log folder as another import or export
model.
Once you have filled in all the data fields on the Import Model Entry sheets, click OK. OASYS saves
your changes, and opens the Import Models screen.

Using the Import Models Screen
You can use the Import Models screen to view all OASYS import models. You can also run a model as
well as create, change, delete, test, and print a model. on page 46 describes the fields and buttons.
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Import Models Screen
Import Models Screen
Field/Button

Description

Model Description

Description of the selected import model

Model Name

Name of the import model

Message Format

Message format of the OASYS import model

Last Import Date

Last date OASYS executed the import model (regardless of whether trades were imported into database)

Last Import Time

Last time OASYS executed this import model

Close

Click to save any changes and close the screen.

Run

Click to run the selected import model.

New

Click to open the Import Model Entry screen and create a new import model.

Modify

Click to change the selected model. You can change any field except Model Name.

Copy

Click to copy the selected model. It does not copy Model Name.
If the model uses Use File Dating, folder names are not copied. If you do not set Use File Dating, folder
names are copied but the filename is not.

Delete

Click to delete the selected model.

Test

Click to use this import model to test an import. It does not add “successful” trades to the database.

Print

Click to print the Import Models screen.

Export Models
Export models are tools that pull trade information from your OASYS workstation and generate export
files that your interface can process. An export model tells OASYS how to generate the trade data in
the export file. Although you can change the model settings at any time, we recommend that you
carefully review your requirements before you do so.

Export Process
When OASYS generates an export file, it uses one folder, the transfer folder, to store the export files.
When you perform an export, OASYS:
1. Creates an empty file in the export folder.
2. Processes data from the OASYS database and writes each record to the export file. This feature lets
you stop an export and determine the number of trades and allocations processed by OASYS.
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Your interface processes the export file records, and transfers them to your trading system.

Creating an Export Model
Use Export Model Entry screen to create or modify an export model:
1. Name the export files and folders
2. Select the data format
When you select OASYS Message Format, OASYS grays out the Export Log tab.

Opening the Export Model Entry Screen
To open the Export Model Entry screen:
1. Select ToolsExport Models.
The Export Models screen appears.
The Export Models screen displays all export models currently set up (see Using the Export Models
Screen). When you first run OASYS, there are no export models.
2. Click New. The Export Model Entry screen appears ( on page 47).

Export Model Entry Screen
Naming the Export Files and Transfer Folder
To name the export files and folder, use the File Naming property sheet to:
1. Specify the export filename. Select Use File Dating or enter a name in File Name.
2. Select the file extension. Select Use Sequencing Control or accept the default, .dat.
3. Identify the folder that you want OASYS to use as it generates an export file.
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File Naming Sheet, Export Model Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Use File Dating

Check to use file dating. The workstation automatically fills the File Name field with the format,
EXPTmmdd. The file extension is .dat. OASYS generates only one export file per day, unless you select
Use Sequencing Control. If you export more than once a day, OASYS appends each export to the
existing EXPTmmdd.dat file. For example, if you execute the export on June 12, the filename is
EXPT0612.dat.

File Name

A valid DOS filename. If your interface does not use file dating, you must enter the name of the file
that it expects in the transfer folder.

File Extension

A read-only field that displays the export file extension. If you checked Use Sequencing Control, the
field is blank. If you did not check Use Sequencing Control, displays *.dat, which is the only valid file
extension.

Use Sequencing Control

Check to use sequence numbers for export file extensions. OASYS looks for files that follow a
sequence. If checked, then the Range and Next Version are required.
For example, OASYS first exports the file EXPT0912.004 and then the file EXPT0912.005.

Range

Enter a final value for the range (valid ending values run from 001 to 999). Required if you checked
Use Sequencing Control.

Next Version

Enter the next sequence number that your interface expects. Valid values depend on the range. The
default is 001. Required if you checked Use Sequencing Control.

Transfer Dir

Specify the name of the folder for export files. The default is XTrans. Make sure that the folder exists.
OASYS does not verify the information. Required.
You can use the same folder for export and import transfers as long as the import and export files
have different names.

You cannot save a model that uses the same filename and folder as another import or export model.
Selecting the Data Format
You identify the format of the export files on the Data property sheet ( on page 49). On this sheet, you
also specify the filter model that this export model uses. You can use a default filter or create a new one.
See Filter Models for details.
To select the data format:
•
•
•

Select the filter, format of the message, date, time, block record, and allocation record.
(Optional) Check Export Modified Trades Only.
(Optional, for OASYS record format only) Check the options to export summary, trade date,
header, and end information.
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Data Property Sheet
Data Sheet, Export Model Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Filter

If you want to filter your export, choose a filter model that OASYS can use when selecting trades for
export.

Message Format

The import file message format of OASYS 5.0 or greater, which is comma or tab delimited.

Date Format

Select the date format that OASYS uses when it generates any date (e.g., trade or settlement date). The
values are: dd-mmm-yy (default), mmddyy, yymmdd, dd-mmm-yyyy, mmddyyyy, and yyyymmdd.
Required.

Time Format

Select the time format that OASYS uses when it generates the time of the trade. The values are: hh:mm
(default) and hhmm. Required.

Block Record Format

Select the name of the block record format that you created.

Allocation Record Format

Select the name of the allocation record format that you created.

Export Modified Trades Only

Check if you want OASYS to export only trades that have changed status since you last ran the model.
This helps to reduce the size of the export file and avoid duplication.

Once you have filled in all the data fields on the Export Model Entry sheets, click OK. OASYS saves
your changes, and opens the Export Model screen.

Using the Export Models Screen
You can use the Export Models screen to view all export models set up in the system ( on page 50).
You can also run a model, as well as create, change, delete, test, and print a model. on page 50
describes the fields and buttons.
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Export Models Screen
Export Models Screen
Field/Button

Description

Model Description

Displays the description of selected model.

Model Name

Name of the export model.

Message Format

The import file message format of OASYS 5.0 or greater, which is comma or tab delimited.

Last Export Date

Last date OASYS executed this export model (regardless of whether trades were exported from database).

Last Export Time

Last time OASYS executed this export model.

Close

Click to save your changes and close the screen.

Run

Click to run the selected export model.

New

Click to open the Export Model Entry screen and create a new export model.

Modify

Click to open the selected model and change any field except Model Name. You can also double-click on the
selected model to open it.

Copy

Click to copy the selected model. It does not copy the model name.
If you set Use File Dating, folder names are not copied. If you do not set Use File Dating, folder names are
copied but the filename not copied.

Delete

Click to delete the selected model.

Test

Click to use this export model to test an export. OASYS does not set Already Exported flags on exported trades,
which allows them to be re-exported.

Print

Click to print the Export Models screen.

Filter Models
You can use the Filter Models and Quick Filter tools to:
•
•
•

Pare down the number of trades displayed on the Trade Summary screen.
Define criteria for which trades you want to print.
Determine which trades you export to your internal trading system.

The Filter Models tool lets you create a model that you can save and reuse. These tools search the
database for trades that meet specified criteria (for example, counterparty).
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Default Filter Models
When you create an export model, select a filter model. You can create a filter or use one of these
default filters (which you cannot modify or delete):
•

•
•

The Active and Today filter pulls the following trades:
• All trades, regardless of status, with an Effective Date equal to the current date
• All trades in non-final status, regardless of Date
The Active Only filter extracts trades in non-final status only.
The Quick filter allows you to select the most frequently selected criteria and save the model. For
more information on the Quick Filter screen, see OASYS Help.

Opening the Filter Models Screen
To open the Filter Models screen:
1. Select ToolsFilter Models.
The Filter Models screen appears. It lists the default filter models and any other models you created.

Filter Models Screen
Filter Models Screen
Field/Button

Description

Active Filter Model Name Displays the filter model which is currently active. When you start the OASYS workstation, the default filter
appears in this field.
Active Filter Model
Description

Description of the filter model that is currently active.

OK

Click to exit the screen and save information.

Cancel

Click to exit the screen without saving information.

Apply

Click to apply the selected filter model and refresh the Trade Summary screen. If not trades meet the filter’s
criteria, the Trade Summary screen is blank.

Defaults

Click to restore the default filter specified on the System Properties screen.

New

Click to open the Filter Model Entry screen and create a new filter model.

Modify

Click to open the selected filter model for edits. Alternatively, double-click the filter model to modify.

Copy

Click to open the Filter Model Entry screen. All the Filter Model values are copied except for the Filter Model
Name.

Delete

Click to delete the selected filter model.

Print

Click to display the print dialogue box and print the selected model.
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2. If you want to create or modify a filter model, click New. The Filter Model Entry screen appears.

Using the Filter Model Entry Screen
You use the Filter Model Entry screen to create or modify a filter model, and view its criteria. The filter
model can contain one or more criteria.

Filter Model Entry Screen
To add a criterion for a filter model:
1. Select a field name from the drop-down list of names.
2. Select an operator from the drop-down list of options: = (equal to), < > (not equal to), >= (greater
than or equal to), <= (less than or equal to), < (less than), > (greater than), is null, and between.
3. Specify a value to set the limits for your filter. A second value appears if you select between with
Commission, Effective Date, Internal Ref. #, Price, Reference #, Trade Date, and Trade Received Date.
4. Click Add to add the criteria to the list. When your filter model is complete, click OK to exit the
screen and save your changes or Cancel to exit without saving your changes.
Filter Model Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Model Name

Specify the name of this filter model.

Model Description

Enter a description of the filter model. This is an optional field.

Field Name

Select a field name from a drop-down list.

Operator

Select an operator from a drop-down list. The list is determined by the field name.

Value

Enter a value. If you set multiple criteria for different field names, “and/or” is used as “and.” If you select
multiple values for the same Field Name, “and/or” is used as “or.”

Second Value

Enter a value. This field appears when the operator is between.

Add

Click to add this criterion to the filter and the list. The same criterion cannot be added twice. A criterion cannot
be added if Value is blank unless the operator is null.

Delete

Click to delete the selected criterion.

5. Once you have entered the information for your filter model, click OK. The Filter Models screen
appears (see Using the Filter Model Entry Screen).

Using the Quick Filter
To open the Quick Filter screen:
1. Select ToolsQuick Filter.
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The Quick Filter screen appears.

Quick Filter Screen
2. Enter or select one or more of the following values:
•

Security

•

OASYS Broker

•

Transaction

•

Security Type: either All Equity Securities, All Fixed Income Securities, or enter a Specific
Security Type
• Trade Status
• Trade Date
• Reference #
3. Choose one of the following:
•
•
•

OK, to apply the filter and close the screen
Apply, to apply the filter, and keep the screen open
Clear, to clear the values from all fields.

•

Defaults, to search by Trade Date and Settlement Date

•

Cancel, to cancel the quick search and close the screen
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SETTING UP SCHEDULED EVENTS
Introduction
This section describes setting up scheduled events.

About Scheduled Events
Using the Scheduled Events tool, you can perform various OASYS tasks at specified times. You can
schedule the following:
•
•
•
•

Import and export
A purge of import and export files
An override of the scheduled connection times
The execution of a program that is external to OASYS

You can run these tasks, or events, as independent actions or as a sequence of actions. The Scheduled
Events tool also allows you to view, print, and suspend the current schedule and perform basic event
processing.
Except for purging files—done once daily—you can set up an event to run once or as a recurring event.

Opening the Scheduled Events Screen
To open the Scheduled Events screen:
•

Select ToolsScheduled Events.
The Scheduled Events screen appears ( on page 56), displaying the events scheduled throughout the
work day.
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Scheduled Events Screen
The Scheduled Events screen in shows several scheduled events. Initially, OASYS has no scheduled
events set up.
Scheduled Events Data Fields and Buttons
Field/Button

Description

Next Scheduled Event

Displays the next event set to run.

Time

Displays the time that the next event is planned to execute.

Disable Scheduler

Check if you want to suspend the Scheduler. The default is unchecked. When you click Disable Scheduler,
it toggles to Enable Scheduler. The schedule is suspended and does not run until you click it again.

Close

Click to exit the screen and saves your changes.

Schedule Display

Displays information on scheduled events. If an event is currently in process, Y appears in the Running
column; blank indicates that it is not in process. If the event listed is a purge, and there are multiple
models in the purge list, the first model appears with an asterisk (*) immediately following.

New

Click to open the Scheduled Event Entry screen and schedule an event.

Modify

Click to change an existing schedule event. Alternatively, you can double-click on a selected event.

Copy

Click to copy the selected event and open the Scheduled Event Entry screen.

Delete

Click to delete an existing scheduled event.

Run Process

Click to run the selected process immediately. You can use this if, for some reason, you booted your
workstation between related events (e.g., an external process that generates an import file and an
import model).

Stop Process

Click to halt the selected process. The event stops and does not execute until the next scheduled time or
when you manually activate it.

Disable/Enable Process

Click this toggle button to enable or disable the selected process. Disabling a process removes but does
not delete it from the schedule.

Print

Prints the schedule.

Scheduling an Import
You can use the Import property sheet ( on page 57) to schedule an import at recurring intervals, or
one-time only. For example, if your trading system handles a high volume, you could set up an import
every two hours, 8 AM - 8 PM.
Alternatively, to schedule three or fewer imports per day, you could set up three different One Time
Scheduler entries (say, 07:30, 12:00, and 16:30). Or, you could set up a recurring event with a
frequency of 4.5 hours.
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Import Property Sheet
Import Sheet, Scheduled Event Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Model Name

Select the name of the import model you want to use in the event.

Model Description

Displays the description of the import model.

Recurring

Select if you want the event to be repeated over a period of time. If selected, Active Time Range and
Frequency are active and Time is grayed out.

Active Time Range

Specify the start and end times for the event in 24 hour format

Frequency

Specify the interval between repeated executions of the event in hours and minutes

One Time

Select if you want the event to occur only once a day. If selected, Time is active and Active Time Range
and Frequency are grayed out.

To schedule an import:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select ToolsScheduled Events, and then click New. The Import property sheet displays by default.
Select an import model in the Model Name field.
If you want to schedule a one-time import, click the One Time button.
If you want to schedule a recurring import, click the Recurring button. Then specify:
• The start and end time in the Active Time Range field, in 24-hour formats.
• The interval between imports in the Frequency field, in hours and minutes.
5. Click OK. When you return to the Scheduled Events screen, you see the event displayed.

Scheduling an Export
You can use the Export property sheet ( on page 58) to schedule an export at recurring intervals or onetime only. You can export more or less frequently than you import or at different intervals during the
day. For example, you could set up two events:
•
•

One event exports to your trading system hourly from 09:00-15:00.
One event exports to your trading system every 15 minutes from 15:00-18:00.
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Export Property Sheet
Export Sheet, Scheduled Event Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Model Name

Name of the export model you want to use in this event.

Model Description

Displays a description of the export model.

The Recurring and One Time selections are the same as in Table on page 57.

To schedule an export:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select ToolsScheduled Events. Click New, and then the Export property sheet.
Select an export model in the Model Name field.
If you want to schedule a one-time export, click the One Time button.
If you want to schedule a recurring export, click the Recurring button. Then specify:
• Start and end time in the Active Time Range field. Use 24-hour time formats.
• Interval between exports in the Frequency field, in hours and minutes.
5. Click OK. When you return to the Scheduled Events screen, you see the event displayed.

Scheduling a Purge of Import/Export Files
You can use the Purge Import/Export Files property sheet ( on page 59) to do the following:
•
•
•

Specify the number of days after which OASYS purges files
Specify the hour and the minute of the purge
Add or remove import and export models from the purge list

Once you move an import or export model to the purge list, OASYS purges all files that the model
generates. OASYS purges the files after the specified number of days and at the specified time.
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Purge Import/Export Files Property Sheet
Purge Import/Export Files Sheet, Scheduled Event Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Purge Files After

Number of calendar days after which to purge the import/export files

Time

Time to execute the purge

Import and Export Models

Lists the import and export models on the OASYS workstation

Add/Remove Button

Click to add/remove selected model to/from list for purging.

Purge List

Lists the models whose files and logs you want to purge. Adding models to this list does not
delete them from the Import and Export Models list.

Scheduling Connections
Use the Connect property sheet ( on page 60) to specify that the OASYS workstation try to connect to
the OASYS host at:
•
•

Recurring intervals, or
One-time only.
To facilitate settlement on the trade date, use the Scheduled Events tool to import trades and send
them to the host several times a day. See the Code of Practice for Confirming Electronic
Trades at www.omgeo.com for more guidelines.

To connect to the OASYS host, your workstation uses the network connections set up on the
Connection Configuration screen (see OASYS Help for details). You can override the Hangup Delay
set on the Connection Configuration screen.
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Connect Property Sheet
Connect Sheet, Scheduled Event Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

Hangup Delay

Connection to host is automatically terminated if it remains idle for this number of minutes and
seconds. During overlapping periods, settings on this screen always override the settings on the
Connection Configuration screen.

The Recurring and One Time fields set the connection event. These selections are the same as in Table on page 57.

Scheduling an External Program
You can use the External Property sheet ( on page 61) to run an executable or batch (.bat) program
before or after an import/export.
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External Process Property Sheet
External Process, Scheduled Event Entry Screen
Field/Button

Description

File Name

Specify the file name of the external process.

Browse

Use to locate the external process.

The Recurring and One Time selections are the same as in Table on page 57.

In the previous figure, the external program, pulldata.exe, runs once at 07:55, which is five minutes
before a scheduled import. To run this program — an interface program that transfers trade data from a
trading system to an import file — you could make a series of One Time entries or one Recurring entry.
If you have a corresponding interface program to pulldata.exe, you can schedule it to run as a
recurring event after the export model runs. For example, placedata.exe is a program that takes trade
data contained in an export file and sends it into a trading system. This external program runs 15
minutes after the scheduled exports.
If the filename contains a space, enclose the filename in quotation marks. For example, enter “cul
old32.exe” in the File Name field.
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IMPORTING AND EXPORTING
Introduction
This section provides step-by-step instructions on how to import data to the OASYS workstation and
export data from it. In addition, it describes how OASYS generates reports and how you can access
them.

Before Importing or Exporting
The following table lists some issues to consider before you transfer files between OASYS and another
system. The categories range from the initial configuration of the Import/Export utility to the ongoing
maintenance of your OASYS database.
Import/Export Checklist
Category

Action

Configuration

Ensure that your interface can generate a valid import file and translate an export file. Make sure that you set up
your record formats and import/export models correctly. For example, did you enter the correct folder path for
the transfer, processed, and failed folders? Did you select the appropriate account identifier? Are you using
Version File Numbers for your import files?

Import/Export Files

(1) Become familiar with the standard format of an import file. Since OASYS export files use the same format,
simply export a file from OASYS and view the record structure.
(2) If your trading system uses different code names for broker/dealers, brokers of credit, and transactions than
OASYS, make sure that the OASYS versions have cross-references to the in-house codes.
Investment managers: Cross-reference your broker/dealer codes to the OASYS broker/dealer codes. You can do
this by referring to the names of the broker/dealer and brokers of credit files.
Broker/dealers: Cross-reference your investment manager codes to the OASYS investment manager codes.
Broker/dealers and investment managers: Cross-reference your transaction codes to the OASYS transaction
codes. For a list of the codes, see Omgeo OASYS Common Reference Data.
(3) As you transfer files, you may come across problems with consistent record lengths and truncation of a
record’s last few characters. To solve these problems, make sure that files transfer in binary mode so that
carriage return and line feed conversions do not occur. For details, see Troubleshooting.
(4) As you define the Filter Model for an export, be as specific as possible to avoid creating large files with
unnecessary trades.

Import/Export Model
Process

Set up a consistent and timely transfer process with the Scheduled Events tool. For example, decide whether to
import/export once a day or program your trading system to create files as trades are confirmed and filled. Also
consider using version numbers for your import files. If you connect to the OASYS host more than once a day, you
need to avoid sending the same trade to OASYS again.
To better achieve settlement on the trade date, it is recommended that you use the Scheduled Events tool to
import trades and send them to the host several times a day. See the Code of Practice for Confirming Electronic
Trades at www.omgeo.com for additional guidelines.

Review Status

Decide if you want to view broker/dealer responses at your OASYS workstation, or export the updated trades and
view the status on your trading system.
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Import/Export Checklist (Continued)
Category

Action

Update Process

Decide if you want to update trades in OASYS and then send them back to your counterparty, or export trades
from OASYS to your trading system, update them, and then import them to OASYS again.
Because the OASYS Reference Number is required for updated trades, if you choose to update trades using the
import/export process, you need to first export trades and cross-reference them with the Reference Number.

Import Log files

Decide how to print the Import Log files. Each option has a different format. The first three options are executed
from the Import/Export Entry screen. See “Examining an Import/Export” on page 66.

Error Handling

Decide how to correct trades that do not pass the OASYS edit process. You can view the results of a failed import
by displaying or printing the Import Log files. See Update Process in this table for details.

Maintenance

(1) Update your Institution and Broker tables whenever OASYS alerts you that new tables are available.
(2) To ensure that trades are accepted:
• Add new accounts to the OASYS system on a timely basis.
• If sending trades to an OASYS broker/dealer, ensure that the broker/dealer is on the OASYS network.

Other Systems

To prevent your trading system from sending the same trade twice, set a flag (i.e., condition statement) that
checks for identical records before resending.

Importing Files
After you prepare the import files from your trading system, specify the record format in OASYS, and
set up the import models. You are then ready to start the import session. You can start the import
session manually or with the Scheduler.

Executing an Import Manually
To execute an import manually, do one of the following:
•

Select FileImportImport. Alternatively, press [CTRL-[I] or click the Import Models icon on
the toolbar.

Selecting Import on File Menu

•

If you set Display Model When Import Run on the Import/Export sheet on the System Properties
screen, the Import Models screen appears. Select a model and click Run.
Select ToolsImport Models to open the Import Model screen, select a model, and then click Run.

•

Open the Scheduled Events tool and click Run Process.

OASYS runs the Import Model that you designated as the default on the Import/Export property sheet
of the System Properties screen.
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Executing an Import Automatically
Use the Scheduled Events tool to set up an import event as recurring, a one-time event, or as a series of
one-time events. See Setting Up Scheduled Events for details.

How OASYS Verifies Imported Records
During import, OASYS does the following:
•
•
•

Verifies each record in a trade
Verifies that all required fields contain data, contain the correct data, and meet all record format
requirements
Verifies that the following fields contain data that is in the OASYS tables:
•
•
•

OASYS Institution ID
OASYS Broker ID/Executing Broker ID
Account Identifier (that is, ALERT Access Code, Account Code, or Account Name)

If these records meet the OASYS criteria, OASYS validates them and stores them in its database.

Exporting Files
Before starting an export session:
•
•
•

Prepare the necessary import files
Specify the record format in OASYS
Set up the import models

You can start an export session manually or with the Scheduler.

Executing an Export Manually
To execute an export manually, you can do one of the following:
•

Select FileExportExport, press [CTRL]-[E], or click the Export Models icon on the toolbar.

Selecting Export on File Menu
If you set Display Model When Export Run on the Import/Export sheet, on the System Properties screen, the
Export Models screen appears. Select a model and click Run.

•
•

Select ToolsExport Models to open the Export Model screen, select a model, and then click Run.
Open the Scheduled Events tool and click Run Process.
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OASYS runs the Export Model that you designated as the default on the Import/Export property sheet
of the System Properties screen.

Executing an Export Automatically
To execute an export automatically, use the Scheduled Events tool to set up an export event as:
•
•
•

Recurring
A one-time event
A series of one-time events.

See Setting Up Scheduled Events for details.

Examining an Import/Export
During an import/export session, a status bar at the bottom of the Trade Summary screen contains this
information:
•
•
•

Totals, which tell you which trade OASYS is processing and other information about the trade
Communication, which displays the communication status
Import/Export, which displays messages that inform you about each stage of the import including
start, processing, and completion.

Status Bar on Trade Summary Screen
Double-click the Totals, Communications, or Import/Export section of the status bar to open a
window that displays a running update on each function. For example, after the import is complete,
double-click the Import/Export section to display the import’s progress in the Import/Export screen.

Import/Export Screen

Using Reports to Examine an Import/Export
You can also examine the session after it is complete. The two most common methods are:
•

Viewing a summary of the last import/export
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•

Printing the Import and Export Log files

For information on other techniques, Troubleshooting.

Viewing Import/Export Summary
You can generate a report containing summary totals of import and export records processed and their
status (Allowed or Refused):
To view a summary of the import/export:
1. Select ToolsReportsImport/Export.
The Import/Export Reports screen appears.

Import/Export Reports Screen
2. In the Report Format section, click Summary of Last Import/Export, and then OK. OASYS prints the
summary report.

Viewing the Import Log
When OASYS finishes processing, you can view the results of the import in the import log file or print
the Transfer Log report. The import log file describes the condition of each of the imported records.
The Transfer Log Report contains basic summary information about the import (including comments
on any errors on import).
Only the Import Model log reports are available if you use OASYS record format.
To view an import log:
1. Open the OASYS import log folder.
The default path is C:\Program Files\Omgeo\Omgeo OASYS 7.0\ILog.
2. Open the log with Notepad or any similar program.
To print a Transfer Log report:
1. Select ToolsReportsImport/Export.
The Import/Export Reports screen appears.
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2. Select Import Model, and set the Range and Type values.
Alternatively, you can configure your import model to print the Import Log file automatically (see
“Import Models” on page 41 for more information). For more information on the printed report,
see “Transfer Log File” on page 70.

Viewing the Event Log
The Event Log keeps a running list of significant actions that have occurred during the current session
on your OASYS workstation. It is the standard Windows application log. You control the level of
detail recorded in the Event Log on the System Properties screen.
To view the Event Log:
•

Select ViewEvent Log.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Introduction
This section provides an overview of the OASYS troubleshooting utilities that you can use to resolve
problems that could occur during import/export sessions.

Troubleshooting with Log Files and Reports
You can use the log files and reports to determine why OASYS refused records during an import. The
reports include:
•
•
•

Summary of Last Import/Export
Import Log Report
Transfer Log Report, which is a printed form of the import log

You use these reports when you expect to see trades imported or exported and they do not appear on
your workstation or your trading system. You can quickly scan the general information on these reports
to solve these problems yourself or with the assistance of Omgeo Support personnel.
To print the standard OASYS Import/Export reports, you use the Import/Export Reports screen.

Summary Of Last Import/Export
Select Summary of Last Import/Export on the Import/Export Reports screen (see “Viewing Import/
Export Summary” on page 67) to print a report containing the raw data on the number of trades and
allocations that OASYS processed, allowed, or refused during the most recent import from and export
to your trading system.
***************************************************************************************************************
11-Jun-07
OASYS File Import/Export Statistics
18:19
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
IMPORT
Processed
Allowed
Refused
Trade Records:
12
11
1
Date: 10-Jun-07
Alloc. Records:
73
73
0
Time: 15:57
Total Records:
85
84
1
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
EXPORT
Processed
Trade Records:
6
Date: 11-Jun-07
Alloc. Records:
48
Time: 18:00
Total Records:
54
****************************************************************************************************************

Import/Export Statistics Report
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The top half of the report shows the import record summary. A Processed record is a record read and
processed by OASYS. An Allowed record is one that passed the OASYS validation. A Refused record is
one that did not pass the minimum number of OASYS validation checks. If OASYS refuses records,
investigate and resolve any problems and resubmit the records.
The lower half of the report shows the export record summary — the number of records processed.

Transfer Log File
You can also print the Transfer Log file, which contains detailed information of refused imported trades
followed by a summary of the import/export session. You can configure OASYS to print:
•
•
•

Automatically after each import
Only after trades that OASYS has refused
After all trades OASYS processed during that import session.

To print a report automatically each time, check the Auto Print checkbox on the Import Log sheet of
your Import Model Entry screen.
The report has the following features:
•
•
•

•

To distinguish separate import sessions, the report prints on different pages.
Each refused record contains an error description and a full display of the refused record.
If OASYS refuses a trade, the report contains only the block record. If OASYS refuses an
allocation, the report contains both the allocation record and the associated block record. In the
example on page 69, OASYS has not refused any allocations.
Any refused trades or allocations appear before the summary portion of the report.

Generating a Report for a Session
The Sessions screen generates a session report, which is much smaller and easier to review than an
entire log report. This feature is useful, for example, if you ran an Import Log report that included
numerous import sessions. However, OASYS refused a trade in only one session. In this case, you can
use the Sessions screen to run a report for that specific session.
To run a report on a session:
1. Select Tools/Reports/Import/Export. The Import/Export Reports screen appears.
2. Choose Select Sessions.
The Sessions screen displays a list of the import or export sessions. performed by the selected
model.
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Sessions Screen
3. Select a session for which to run a report and click OK to run the report.

Common Problems and Resolutions
To help you resolve problems more efficiently, the next table describes a number of the most common
problems encountered during import/export sessions.
Common Import/Export Problems
Problem

Resolution

You tried a manual export and no trades passed the filter
criteria.

Check your chosen Filter Model and make sure that the desired trades exist.

The OASYS host has recently updated a new version of the After the OASYS host sends new versions of OASYS tables, you must update
Broker and Institution tables.
any conversion files that have been set up to access OASYS investment
managers and broker/dealers.
An import file is not in the transfer folder.

1.Check that your interface and OMS functioned properly.
2. Make sure you identified the correct folder in your Import Model.

Either all or part of a trade file not being imported.

1. A mismatch in the expected formats for dates, times, and account ID types
can cause this problem. Check the Data sheet in the Import Model Entry
screen to match the formats with your Import file.
2. Check the import log file in the import log directory for errors. Possibly one
of the required fields is missing in the import file.
3. The import file may have too many allocations for a trade. OASYS 7.0 has
a limit of 10000 allocations for a trade.
4. An import record may try to update a trade after the trade was deleted
from the database.

Block records appear twice in the OASYS database.

Make sure that update block records have a U (for Update) in the Operation
ID field.

Your workstation does not create an export file.

1. Check for disk space. If disk space is low, delete some unused files and try
to export again.
2. Make sure that the specified directory exists.
3. If the directory is on network drives, confirm that you haven't been logged
off the network.

Imports and exports will not run.

1. Check for disk space. If disk space is low, delete unused files.
2. Make sure the Scheduler is running and enabled.
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Import/Export Error Messages
As you import or export files, OASYS validates each trade and allocation record in the files. If OASYS
refuses any records, it displays error messages to explain why. See Import Error Messages for more
information.
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IMPORT ERROR MESSAGES
Introduction
This section describes the error messages you can receive from Omgeo OASYS 7.0.

About the Error Messages
If you import records with errors, OASYS writes an error message to the log file. In on page 74, the
column labeled Error Code indicates a possible value for field #2 of an error record. The description for
each error code appears in field #4 of an error record. Most descriptions contain an XXX, which is a
variable replaced by an appropriate value.
For example, let us say an investment manager places the value 0.01 in the Size field of an equity
allocation record. The investment manager then tries to import the information. OASYS flags the
record as an error. The resulting error record contains the error code X00220 and has the following
description: The Size 0.01 is not valid. It must be a whole number from 1 to 9999999999.
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Error Messages
OASYS 7.0 Import Error Messages
Error Code

Description

X00020

Unexpected record “XXX” received. Record will be ignored.

X00040

Record Identifier invalid. Record number “XXX” in import file will be ignored.

X00051

Record Ignored. Require 'T' to resume import processing.

X00130

“XXX” is an invalid Operation Id for an import.

X00140

Cannot update trade. The Block could not be found in the database. Please verify the Trade Reference Number
“XXX” and the OASYS Institution ID “XXX”.

X00150

Both the Trade Reference Number and the Internal Reference Number are blank. Either field is required to update
a trade.

X00151

Both the Trade Reference Number and the Internal Reference # are blank. Either field is required to update an
allocation.

X00152

The Trade Reference Number is blank. This field is required to update a trade.

X00160

Security field cannot be blank.

X00170

Import unable to find OASYS Broker ID “XXX” in Broker table.

X00171

Institutions may not update the Broker ID after the trade has been sent.

X00180

The OASYS Broker ID entered “XXX” must be the same as the user's Broker ID “XXX”.

X00190

A Broker cannot import a trade that contains a blank OASYS Institution ID.

X00200

The OASYS Institution ID entered “XXX” must be the same as the user's Institution ID “XXX”.

X00210

“XXX” is an invalid OASYS Transaction Code.

X00220

The Size “XXX” is not valid. It must be a whole number from 1 to 9999999999.

X00230

The Price “XXX” is not valid. It must be from 0.00000001 to 9999.99999999. It cannot contain data beyond eight
decimal places.

X00250

The Commission “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0.000 to 9.999. It cannot contain data beyond three
decimal places.

X00260

The Trade Date “XXX” is out of range. The Trade Date must be within “XXX” business days of today's date “XXX”
based on the Trade Date Range setting.

X00270

The Trade Date “XXX” cannot be greater than today’s date.

X00280

The Trade Date “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or contain a valid date in the format “XXX”.

X00290

The Trade Date cannot be a weekend or a Trade Holiday.

X00310

The Trade Status “XXX” is an invalid status.

X00320

The Trade Status “XXX” cannot be imported by this workstation.

X00330

Could not perform action requested by the Trade Status “XXX”.

X00360

Import unable to find Broker Internal ID “XXX” in the Broker table.

X00375

The Broker of Credit DTC Number “XXX” must be numeric.

X00380

The Settlement Date “XXX” cannot be earlier than the Trade Date “XXX”.

X00390

The Settlement Date “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or contain a valid date in the format “XXX”.

X00400

The Settlement Date cannot be a weekend or a Settlement Holiday.

X00411

The Size “XXX” is not valid. It must be from .01 to 9999999999.99.

X00420

Import unable to find Security Type “XXX” in table.

X00450

The Coupon Rate “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 99999.999999.

X00460

The Maturity Date “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or contain a valid date in the format “XXX”.

X00470

The CUSIP “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or alphanumeric.
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OASYS 7.0 Import Error Messages (Continued)
Error Code

Description

X00480

The Pool “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or alphanumeric.

X00490

The Price “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 999999999.99.

X00495

Please enter a value for Price no greater than 9999.9999 because the OASYs broker does not support it.

X00500

The Yield “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from -999.999999 – 999.999999.

X00520

The Factor “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9.999999999999.

X00530

The Principal “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999999.99.

X00550

The Commission “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from -999999999 to 9999999999.

X00560

The Net Amount “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999999.99.

X00570

The When Issued “XXX” is not valid. It must be ‘Y’, ‘N’, or blank.

X00580

The Issue Date “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or contain a valid date in format “XXX”.

X00600

Inconsistent data. The Allocation Operation ID cannot be U when the Trade Operation ID is N.

X00610

Trade Reference Number “XXX” must be the same as the Trade Reference Number for the Block Trade.

X00620

“XXX” is an Invalid Sequence Number in the Allocation record.

X00630

Cannot update allocation. The Allocation could not be found in the database. Please verify the Trade Reference
Number “XXX”, Institution ID “XXX”, and Sequence Number “XXX”.

X00670

Unable to find the ALERT Access Code “XXX” in the Account table.

X00680

Unable to find the Account Code “XXX” in the Account table.

X00690

Unable to find the Account Name “XXX” in the Account table.

X00700

The Hard or Soft Dollars “XXX” is not valid. It must be H, S, or blank.

X00760

The Broker Internal Account field contains “XXX”. An Institution Workstation cannot import data in this field.

X00800

The Stepout field “XXX” must be blank.

X00810

The Stepin field “XXX” must be blank.

X00820

The Stepout From field “XXX” must be blank.

X00825

The Stepped Out filter field “XXX” must be “Y”, “N”, or blank.

X00850

A Broker Workstation cannot import a new trade or allocation.

X00860

The Primary Reference Number field “XXX” must be blank.

X00870

The Misc field “XXX” must be blank for a Stepouts.

X00880

The OASYS broker value “XXX” must be either “Y”, “N”, or blank.

X00885

The Stepout To Broker field cannot be blank.

X00890

Import unable to find Stepout To Broker “XXX” in Broker table.

X00895

The Stepout field contains “XXX”. Only Stepout Trades can enter data in this field.

X00910

The Stepin Reference Number field “XXX” must be blank.

X00920

The Stepout Flag “XXX” is not valid. It must be Y, N, or blank.

X00925

The BIA field “XXX” must be blank for a Stepout allocation.

X00985

The Issue Date “XXX” cannot be greater than the Maturity Date “XXX”.

X00990

The Internal Broker ID field “XXX” must be blank for Stepouts.

X00995

The trade must be an ACCEPT in order to add BAI information.

X00996

Cannot update the BAI record because it does not exist in the database.

X00997

Cannot insert the BAI record because it already exists in the database.

X01000

Record not updated in database due to errors in other records associated with this block trade.

X01001

An internal error occurred while trying to store this record in the database.
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OASYS 7.0 Import Error Messages (Continued)
Error Code

Description

X02065

You must enter either an OASYS Broker Acronym or an Executing Broker ID.

X02070

The “XXX” value “XXX” is too long. It cannot be greater than “XXX” characters.

X02071

The “XXX” value “XXX” cannot be imported. The precision is greater than “XXX” decimal places.

X03000

The Matching Only flag cannot be changed if the trade has been already sent to OASYS Host.

X03001

The Security Type cannot be changed if the trade has been sent to the OASYS Host.

X03002

The OASYSBroker cannot be changed if the trade has been sent to the OASYS Host.

X10001

Trade cannot be loaded.

X10003

Trade contains too many breakdowns.

X10004

Invalid state change. Can only change from RCVD to ACC/REJ.

X10005

Invalid state change can only change from ACC to REJ if NOT sent. SendFlag =“XXX”.

X10005

Invalid state change. Can only change from ACC to REJ if BAI has not been added.

X10006

The User Trade Id “XXX” is associated with multiple trades.

X10006

Invalid state change can only change from REJ to ACC if NOT sent SendFlag =“XXX”.

X10007

The User Trade Id “XXX” is not associated with any allocation in the trade.

X10007

Invalid state change for a broker.

X10008

The User Trade Id “XXX” is associated with multiple allocations in the trade.

X10008

Invalid state change. Can’t change a final status.

X10010

Sent Trades can not revert status to previous state.

X10012

Invalid state change. Ready to “XXX”.

X10013

Invalid state change. Sent to “XXX”.

X10014

Invalid state change. RCVD to “XXX”.

X10014

Invalid state change. CANCEL to “XXX”.

X10019

Invalid state change. CNCLD is a final status.

X10500

The trade’s status is “XXX”. An allocation cannot be added to a trade in this status.

X11000

The allocation internal reference number must be unique for a given trade.

X10013

Invalid state change. Accept to “XXX”.

X99998

The Export was aborted. Records from this export session will not be saved.

X99999

The Import was aborted.

X02000

The Matching Only flag “XXX” is not valid. It must be “Y”, “N”, or blank.

X02005

The Pre-Notify Custodian flag “XXX” is not valid. It must be “Y”, “N”, or blank.

X02010

The Executing Broker ID “XXX” is not valid.

X02015

The Submitting Institution ID “XXX” is not valid.

X02020

The Fee “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999.99.

X02025

The Country Tax “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999.99.

X02030

The Local Tax “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999.99.

X02035

The Other Charges “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999.99.

X02040

The Agent ID “XXX” is not valid.

X02045

The Broker of Credit ID “XXX” is not valid.

X02050

The Institution ID “XXX” is not valid.

X02055

The TM Stepout Broker ID “XXX” is not valid.

X02060

The Settlement Location “XXX” is not valid.
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OASYS 7.0 Import Error Messages (Continued)
Error Code

Description

X02070

The To Matching field “XXX" must be "Y", "N", or blank.

X02075

The Custom CUSIP field must be "Y", "N", or blank.

X02080

The Asset Class field “XXX” must be "E", "F", or blank.

X02085

The Security Type “XXX” is not valid for Asset Class “XXX”.

X02095

The Final Factor field “XXX” must be "Y", "N", or blank.

X02100

The Final Coupon field “XXX” must be "Y", "N", or blank.

X02105

The One Pool One Piece field “XXX” must be "Y", "N", or blank.

X02110

The One Pool Per Million field “XXX” must be "Y", "N", or blank.

X00221

The Omnibus rollup Size “XXX” is not valid. It must be a whole number from 1 to 9999999.

X00510

The Current Face “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999999.99.

X00540

The Accrued Interest / Discount “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 999999999.99.

X00412

The Omnibus rollup Size “XXX” is not valid. It must be from .01 to 9999999999.99.

X00531

The Omnibus rollup Principal “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999999.99.

X00541

The Omnibus rollup Accrued Interest / Discount “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 999999999.99.

X00561

The Omnibus rollup Net Amount “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999999.99.

X02021

The Omnibus rollup Fee “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999.99.

X02026

The Omnibus rollup Country Tax “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999.99.

X02031

The Omnibus rollup Local Tax “XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999.99.

X02036

The Omnibus rollup Other Charges "XXX” is not valid. It must be blank or from 0 to 9999999.99.

X01550

The “XXX” field “XXX” cannot contain non-printable characters.

X02145

The Accrued Interest "XXX” is larger than the Broker can handle. It cannot be larger than “XXX”.

X02115

The Max Pool Per Million field “XXX” must be numeric.

X02090

The broker “XXX” cannot receive trades with a Security Type “XXX” and Asset Class “XXX”.

X02120

The trade is not in ACCRCVD status. You cannot enter a Stop Match request.

X02125

The Stop Match request failed.

X02130

You can enter only one of the following three stipulations: Max Pool Per Million, One Pool One Piece, or One Pool
Per Million.

X02135

You must enter a value in either the Stepout Broker or the TM Stepout Broker ID field.

X02140

The BAI Send Copy field must be "Y", "N", or blank.

X02091

The stepout broker “XXX” cannot receive trades with a Security Type “XXX” and Asset Class “XXX”.

X02006

The To Custodian flag “XXX” is not valid. It must be "Y", "N", or blank.
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